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This thesis is a study of the geometric design of solar concentrating collectors.  In 
this work, a numerical optimization methodology was developed and applied to 
various problems in linear solar concentrator design, in order to examine overall 
optimization success as well as the effect of various strategies for improving 
computational efficiency. 
Optimization is performed with the goal of identifying the concentrator 
geometry that results in the greatest fraction of incoming solar radiation absorbed 
at the receiver surface, for a given collector configuration.  Surfaces are 
parametrically represented in two-dimensions, and objective function evaluations 
are performed using various Monte Carlo ray-tracing techniques.  Design 
optimization is performed using a gradient-based search scheme, with the gradient 
approximated through finite-difference estimation and updates based on the 
direction of steepest-descent.   
The developed geometric optimization methodology was found to perform with 
mixed success for the given test problems.  In general, in every case a significant 
improvement in performance was achieved over that of the initial design guess, 
however, in certain cases, the quality of the identified optimal geometry depended 
on the quality of the initial guess.  It was found that, through the use of randomized 
quasi-Monte Carlo, instead of traditional Monte Carlo, overall computational time to 
converge is reduced significantly, with times typically reduced by a factor of four to 
six for problems assuming perfect optics, and by a factor of about 2.5 for problems 
assuming realistic optical properties. 
It was concluded that the application of numerical optimization to the design 
of solar concentrating collectors merits additional research, especially given the 
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Chapter 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 MOTIVATION 
As the worldwide population continues to grow and societies continue to 
industrialize, the overall demand for energy increases.  From 1973 to 2007, the total 
primary energy supply increased from 6115 to 12 029 million tonnes of oil 
equivalent (Mtoe), the latter roughly equal to 500 EJ (500 ⨯ 1018 J) of energy (IEA 
2009).  Although a variety of means are currently employed to meet these growing 
energy demands, the vast majority is met through the use of fossil fuels.  As shown 
in Figure 1.1, coal, oil, and gas make up 81.4% of the total global energy supply, 
while energy from renewable sources such as geothermal, wind, and solar make up 
only 0.7%. 
 
* Other includes geothermal, solar, wind, etc. 
FIGURE 1.1 - GLOBAL SHARE OF TOTAL PRIMARY ENERGY SUPPLY, 2007 (IEA 2009) 
The various consequences of energy production and consumption, at the 
massive scales undertaken, play a significant role in many important global 
phenomena.  It is generally accepted among the scientific community that there is a 
link between greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions and climate change.  In its Fourth 
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Assessment Report, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
concluded that “most of the observed increase in global average temperatures since 
the mid-20th century is very likely (i.e. with a probability of over 90%) due to the 
observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse-gas concentrations” (2007).  As 
shown in Figure 1.2, carbon dioxide (CO2) from fossil fuel use accounts for 56.6% of 
total global GHG emissions.  It is hard to deny, then, that energy production from 
fossil fuels plays a significant role in global climate change.  Although it is difficult 
to accurately predict the effects of climate change and to define tolerable 
greenhouse-gas levels, there is a consensus among scientists that action should be 
taken to reduce emissions. 
 
FIGURE 1.2 - GLOBAL ANTHROPOGENIC GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IN 2004 (IPCC 2007). 
In addition to the issues of global warming and climate change, there are 
other more obvious and immediate problems associated with the use of fossil fuels.  
Many fossil fuel power plants release various other forms of air pollutants, directly 
impacting environmental and human health.  Coal-fired power plants, in particular, 
are among the largest contributors to the unhealthy levels of ozone, mercury, and 
particulate pollution which as many as sixty percent of Americans are exposed to 
(American Lung Association 2009).  Other social and environmental issues are 
associated with the acts of mining, processing, and transportation of fossil fuels.  
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Finally, issues of economic and political instability often arise due to reliance on 
foreign supplies of oil. 
There are many strategies that can help reduce the use of fossil fuels, from 
overall energy conservation to the use of alternative energy sources.  Options such 
as nuclear power or carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) offer GHG-free 
possibilities for energy production, but not without associated negative 
environmental implications as well as uncertainties with respect to issues of safety 
or reliability.  Indeed, no alternative currently exists to which no single social, 
environmental, or moral objection may be made.  It can be argued, however, that 
many of the sustainable sources of energy (wind, solar, hydro, geothermal, wave, 
biomass, etc.) offer merit as alternatives that have, under the right conditions, 
limited negative implications.  Furthermore, as technology continues to improve, 
many of these sustainable alternatives are becoming competitive with fossil fuel 
sources on an economic basis.   
This thesis focuses on the improvement of the state of the art in solar 
concentrating technology, through the development of a solar concentrating collector 
geometric design optimization methodology. 
1.2 SOLAR ENERGY 
The powerful presence of the sun is hard to ignore in one’s everyday life: indeed, the 
majority of life on Earth could not exist without its vast output of radiant energy.  
At any given moment, the Earth’s upper atmosphere receives solar radiation 
amounting to 174 x 1015 W (or 174 PW) of power.  As shown in Figure 1.3, about 55% 
of this reaches the Earth’s surface and is either absorbed or reflected by land and 
oceans.  With such a vast amount of solar energy available, humanity could meet its 
demands by harnessing just a small fraction of this.  Indeed, the total annual solar 
radiation falling on the Earth is more than 7500 times greater than the world’s total 
annual primary energy consumption (WEC 2007).  Furthermore, unlike fossil fuels, 




FIGURE 1.3 - EARTH'S ENERGY BUDGET (NASA 2005) 
Although there are practical limitations to the amount of solar energy 
humanity can utilize, it is clear that it is an attractive and sustainable source of 
energy.  Currently, solar energy is captured as either solar photovoltaic or solar 
thermal energy. 
1.2.1 SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) ENERGY 
Solar photovoltaic (PV) cells are semiconductor devices that convert part of the 
incident solar radiation directly into electrical energy.  With little requirement for 
maintenance and the ability to be constructed as stand-alone systems with outputs 
ranging from microwatts to megawatts, PV cells are useful in a variety of 
applications, from powering calculators to larger-scale systems for power generation.  
With such a wide variety of applications and increasing instances of government 
incentives, the demand for photovoltaics is increasing every year.  In 2005, over 
1700 MW (peak) worth of PV panels were sold for terrestrial uses, with a growth 
rate of about 35% per year worldwide (WEC 2007). 
There are a variety of factors which constrain the performance of solar PV 
cells.  Each type of semiconductor material used has a maximum wavelength of 
solar radiation that causes an electron to be freed and a current to be induced in the 
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connected circuit.  Considering this factor alone, silicon cells, for example, have a 
maximum theoretical performance of 23% (Duffie and Beckman 2006).  Newer thin-
film technologies are emerging made up of a variety of semiconductor materials, 
allowing for higher-efficiency multi-layer, or multi-junction, cells to overcome some 
of these limitations.  Because these multi-junction cells show even higher 
efficiencies when exposed to concentrated sunlight, the relatively new domain of 
concentrating photovoltaics (CPV) is emerging.  In locations with high direct 
insolation, multi-junction concentrator technology has the potential to reduce the 
cost of solar electricity by about a factor of two (WEC 2007). 
1.2.2 SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY 
Although sunlight may be converted directly into electricity via photovoltaics, it is 
more easily and efficiently captured as thermal energy.  While PV cells can have 
efficiencies as high as 25-30 %, some solar thermal collectors can capture up to 80 % 
of incoming solar energy.  There are numerous ways in which solar thermal energy 
can be utilized: simple passive strategies exist in which a mass is exposed to 
sunlight so that it can store heat during the day and release it at night; several 
forms of active solar collectors also exist which capture and transport solar thermal 
energy using a circulated fluid medium.  While simple flat plate collectors are useful 
for things like supplying building space heat or domestic hot water, concentrating 
collectors are often used to obtain higher temperature heat, for use in industrial 
processes or large-scale electricity generation (via a heat engine).  
1.2.3 COMBINED PHOTOVOLTAIC/THERMAL (PV/T) ENERGY 
In general, the performance of photovoltaic cells decreases as the operating 
temperature increases.  Depending on the arrangement of the system, it can be 
worthwhile to implement some form of active cooling in order to keep temperatures 
down and improve cell efficiency.  In some cases, combined photovoltaic/thermal 
(PV/T) collectors can be built that harness this excess heat while increasing 
electricity production, improving overall solar energy capture to 40-50 %.  This 
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strategy becomes increasingly important in concentrating photovoltaics, as PV cells 
may reach temperatures high enough to cause them permanent damage. 
1.3 CONCENTRATING SOLAR ENERGY 
Concentrating solar energy refers to the use of reflecting or refracting optical devices 
to focus or redirect incoming solar radiation onto a receiver, usually to improve 
performance and/or economics.  Because a major cost of a PV installation are the PV 
modules, for example, concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) systems take advantage of 
cheaper optical materials to effectively expose a given area of PV to a greater 
amount of sunlight, reducing the overall cost-per-kW.  Along similar lines, 
concentrating solar thermal (CST) collectors allow greater levels of radiation to be 
collected by smaller receivers, enabling higher receiver temperatures and reducing 
surface area over which heat loss occurs.  Systems of CST collectors can be scaled to 
provide large quantities of heat and designed to achieve a wide range of 
temperatures, well-suited to various industrial or power generation processes.   
Many different concentrating collector arrangements and geometries can be 
used, typically chosen based on a desired degree of concentration, which is often a 
result of the required absorber temperature or the characteristics of the PV 
material.  The degree of concentration of a system is most commonly stated as a 





=  (1.1) 
where Aa and Ar are the areas of the collector aperture and receiver, respectively.  
This ratio serves as an approximate factor by which the radiative flux is increased 
by the system, although the true concentration ratio is typically lower, due to non-
ideal geometric and optical properties.  Often expressed as a “number of suns”, the 
concentration ratio can vary over several orders of magnitude with the numerous 
possible collector configurations.   
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1.3.1 LIMITS TO SOLAR CONCENTRATION 
Just as with any energy conversion process, the laws of thermodynamics cannot be 
broken.  In the case of collecting energy from the sun, then, the second law of 
thermodynamics implies that the maximum achievable radiative flux cannot exceed 
that which is found at the source of the radiation, the surface of the sun (Winston et 
al. 2005).  By taking the sun as a spherically symmetric source of radiation, energy 
conservation dictates that the radiant flux decrease with 1/R2, where R is the 
distance from the centre of the sun.  If we take r to be the radius of the sun, the flux 
on the earth’s surface is smaller than that on the sun’s surface by a factor of (r / R)2, 
where R is the distance from the centre of the sun to the surface of the earth.  From 
Figure 1.4, basic geometry shows that r / R = sin θ, where θ is the half angle of the 
sun.  The maximum possible concentration ratio on the surface of the earth, then, is 
given by Cmax = 1 / sin2 θ, known as the sine law of concentration limit.  This limit is 
achievable in theory through perfect concentration in both transverse dimensions, 
that is, by using a 3D, or circular, concentrator.  Through a similar development, an 
ideal 2D, or linear, concentrator has a theoretical limit of Cmax = 1 / sin θ.  Based on a 
solar half-angle of 0.27°, these maximum concentration ratios are about 45 000 and 
212 for a 3D and 2D concentrator, respectively (Duffie and Beckman 2006). 
 
FIGURE 1.4 - GEOMETRY OF THE SUN AND EARTH 
1.3.2 TYPES OF CONCENTRATORS 
Various concentrator geometries exist to suit a variety of potential receiver 
requirements.  Some of the more familiar types are the imaging concentrators, 
which form an exact image of the sun on the receiver surface.  Parabolic mirrors fall 
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into this category, and are commonly used in both 2D and 3D geometries to achieve 
moderate levels of concentration.  Such concentrators are designed to be pointed 
directly at the sun, and so generally require some form of solar tracking.  Because, 
in the collection of solar energy, producing an exact image of the sun is not required, 
so-called non-imaging concentrators can be designed to suit a more broad range of 
applications.  Fresnel-type concentrators are capable of achieving performance 
comparable to that of their parabolic counterparts, but with greatly reduced mirror 
complexity.  Other non-imaging concentrators can achieve low-to-medium 
concentration ratios without the need for solar tracking, making them much more 
affordable.  It also turns out that, by removing the requirement for an exact image, 
the compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) has been proven theoretically capable of 
achieve the sine-law limit to concentration.  A more detailed discussion of each of 
these concentrator types is found in Appendix A. 
1.4 CONCENTRATOR SHAPE DESIGN 
As described, concentrating collectors can be employed to increase the performance 
and viability of solar energy for a variety of applications.  Although much work has 
already gone into the design and testing of an assortment of possible concentrator 
geometries, with each new application and change in technology come unique design 
requirements and increased room for improvement.  This is especially true in the 
relatively new areas of stationary collection and concentrating photovoltaics.  With 
so much potential for novel applications, the development of a fully customizable 
and straightforward procedure for determining optimal concentrator geometry 
would be of great benefit. 
Traditionally, reflecting-surface devices are designed using a combination of 
“trial-and-error” and experimental or numerical analytical techniques, resulting in 
an acceptable though usually sub-optimal design and taking a great deal of time.  
The relatively new field of non-imaging optics can be applied to the design of 
theoretically ideal concentrators, but its methods are either limited to a narrow set 
of problems or require advanced mathematical skills.  Recently, much work has gone 
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into the application of optimization methods to the design of reflecting-surface 
devices, enabling optimal designs to be reached in a reasonable amount of time and 
without the need for any complex or limiting techniques.  This thesis presents a 
methodology for the geometric optimization of solar concentrating collectors.   
The objectives of this work are: 
• To develop a methodology for the geometric optimization of solar 
concentrating collectors, and demonstrate it on a number of practical 
problems 
• To investigate ways in which performance of the developed optimization 
algorithm may be improved, in terms of both reliability and computational 
efficiency 
1.5 OUTLINE OF THESIS 
In the past, a variety of techniques have been used to design the geometry of 
systems of reflecting surfaces.  Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature, in 
which methods derived from concepts in non-imaging optics, as well as those which 
employ optimization techniques, are discussed. 
One prerequisite to a solar concentrating collector geometric optimization 
routine is a way of defining collector geometry in terms of a set of design parameters.  
In this thesis, this is accomplished through parametric surface representation using 
either Bezier splines or points connected by straight lines.  Chapter 3 provides a 
discussion of the necessary theory for such parametric surface representation.  The 
three test problems examined throughout this thesis are also presented.  Finally, a 
brief discussion of the theory necessary for ray-tracing each type of surface is 
provided. 
Another required feature is an automated way of evaluating design 
performance through an objective function, so that designs may be compared to one 
another and intelligent design updates can be made.  In this thesis, the goal is to 
arrive at the concentrator geometry which results in the greatest fraction of 
incoming radiation that is absorbed at the receiver surface.  This objective is 
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evaluated using Monte Carlo ray-tracing techniques, which rely on stochastic 
sampling to simulate radiative heat transfer within a system.  In order to reduce the 
amount of stochastic uncertainty inherent in such evaluations, quasi-Monte Carlo 
methods are employed, which use quasi-random sequences to reduce estimate 
variance.  Chapter 4 provides a discussion of Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo 
ray-tracing techniques, and their associated uncertainties.  Both techniques are 
applied to the three geometries introduced in Chapter 3, and the resulting levels of 
uncertainty are compared and discussed. 
In this thesis, a non-linear optimization technique is applied, in which design 
updates are performed based on the local objective function gradient.  Because 
objective function evaluations are subject to uncertainty, the Kiefer-Wolfowitz 
method, a strategy for optimizing stochastic systems, is applied.  Chapter 5 presents 
a discussion of this approach, which uses finite-differences to estimate the gradient 
and performs steepest descent updates to decrease the objective function.  In an 
attempt to improve algorithm performance and reduce dependence on designer-
specified heuristics, modifications to the conventional step-size and sample-size 
control strategies are presented.  Finally, the overall design optimization 
methodology is developed and then demonstrated on the three test problems. 
Although the optimization methodology developed in this thesis proves quite 
successful for the cases considered, there are a number of aspects which warrant 
further development.  Chapter 6 provides a discussion of these elements. 
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Chapter 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Systems of reflecting or refracting surfaces are commonly used to redirect or 
concentrate thermal radiation in a variety of applications.  Although this thesis 
focuses on the geometric design of solar concentrating collectors in particular, 
many key characteristics are shared with shape design problems of illuminating 
devices, radiative furnaces, telescopes, and radiation detectors for applications in 
physics.  In general, any device which consists of surfaces for redirecting 
radiation from a source to a target can be designed using many of the same tools.  
This chapter provides a review of the concepts and techniques currently used in 
the shape design of these devices. 
2.1 NON-IMAGING OPTICS TECHNIQUES 
The field of non-imaging optics is a relatively new branch of optical physics 
which began in the 1960’s with the introduction of the concentrating parabolic 
concentrator (CPC), originally developed for the detection of faint radiation in 
high-energy particle physics experiments (Baranov 1965, Hinterberger and 
Winston 1966).  Until such non-imaging concentrating collectors were 
introduced, no design had proven theoretically capable of achieving the sine-law 
limit to concentration.  Furthermore, the maximum possible concentration ratio 
for solar collection without diurnal tracking, based on conventional imaging 
concentrator technology, was shown to be three (or four, if a second concentrator 
stage is employed) (Tabor 1958).  In 1974, Winston showed that non-imaging 
concentrators can exceed this, as demonstrated with a trough-CPC of 
concentration ratio 9.6, capable of collecting on average 8 hours of sunlight per 
day without diurnal tracking.  In addition, a substantial amount of diffuse 
insolation is captured (a fraction equal to the reciprocal of the concentration 
ratio), much of which is lost in conventional imaging concentrators.  Rabl (1976a) 
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subsequently published a study comparing important characteristics of 
conventional parabolic or Fresnel concentrators to the new non-imaging CPC, in 
which various advantages of the CPC are described.  These developments shook 
the field of optical physics, and much effort was put into the development and 
application of non-imaging optics techniques. 
2.1.1 EDGE-RAY (“STRING”) METHOD 
One of the simpler non-imaging optics techniques known as the edge-ray, or 
“string”, method has been used extensively in the design of non-imaging optical 
devices, and is explained thoroughly in Rabl (1994), Ries and Rabl (1994) and 
Winston et al. (2005).  For simple solar collection, for example, the particular 
distribution of radiation is not important, only whether or not it reaches its goal.  
The edge-ray method exploits the observation that in order to redirect a beam of 
radiation onto a region, it is sufficient to simply redirect the boundaries of the 
beam onto the boundaries of the region.  So, by designing a concentrating 
collector that reflects the boundary or “edge” rays of the source onto the 
boundary of the target, all other rays from the source will also reach the target. 
The geometry of the concentrating parabolic reflector (CPC) serves as a 
good example to illustrate the basics of the edge-ray principle.  As shown in 
Figure 2.1, each side of the CPC is a parabola rotated and shifted so that any 
rays incoming at the acceptance half-angle θc are focused, after a single 
reflection, directly onto the opposite edge of the receiver.  As a result, any rays 
entering the collector aperture at an angle of less than θc will be reflected onto 
the receiver somewhere within its edges, and any entering at angles greater 




FIGURE 2.1 - THE EDGE-RAY PRINCIPLE AND THE CPC (RIES AND RABL 1994) 
The edge-ray method can be applied to the design of symmetric or 
asymmetric concentrators for an absorber of any non-concave shape.  Winston 
and Hinterberger (1975) apply the principles of the method to the design of ideal 
linear concentrators for the different absorber geometries including cylindrical 
tube and vertical fin absorbers.  It should be noted that the basic edge-ray 
method cannot be used to specify reflector geometry in areas located in the 
shadow of the absorber.  This geometry is instead defined by an involute, which 
is the shape drawn by unwrapping a taut string from around the absorber (Rabl 
1976b).  The edge-ray method has been used to design several asymmetric CPCs, 
such as that presented by Mallick et al. (2004) for building-integrated PV 
concentrators, or those presented by Adsten et al. (2005) for stationary collection 
in high-latitude locations. 
Generally, application of the edge-ray method results in a differential 
equation for each side of the reflector shape that will maximize collection in two 
dimensions.  As an alternative, Winston et al. (2005) provide an easy-to-follow 
formulation of the technique called the “string” method, in which a rod and 
string can be used to physically trace out the required concentrator surface.  The 
edge-ray method has the advantage of being relatively simple, but is limited to a 
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narrow set of design problems, namely the concentration of a light beam with a 
given angular spread from one area onto another, under the assumptions of 
homogeneous irradiance and perfectly specular reflection.  Although it is known 
to yield optimal reflector geometries in these cases, these are often not 
reasonable assumptions in practice.   
2.1.2 TAILORED EDGE-RAY APPROACH 
In response to the limited application of the simple edge-ray method to problems 
of homogenous irradiation, the basic principles have been extended to handle the 
design of reflecting surfaces to achieve some desired radiation distribution.  The 
tailored edge-ray approach was first used in lighting design to achieve uniform 
angular distribution of light from a given source.  Unlike the basic edge-ray 
method described above, which uses only a single set of edge-rays to completely 
determine the reflector profile (resulting in a collector with a single acceptance 
angle), the tailored edge-ray method solves the reflector geometry for the entire 
family of edge-rays, which can be defined to achieve a desired irradiation.  
Winston and Ries (1993) show that by first deriving the required acceptance-
angle function based on the radiation distribution at the source and the desired 
distribution on the target, it is possible to solve for the required reflector shape 
in closed form.  Ries and Winston (1994) apply the method to produce a reflector 
that provides constant irradiance to ±43° from a cylindrical source of constant 
brightness.  In addition to the design of illumination devices, the methodology 
also applies to the design of concentrators.  Gordon and Ries (1993) and Gordon 
(1996) apply the method to design a tailored edge-ray collector for secondary 
concentration in 2D and 3D parabolic or Fresnel primary systems.  Despite the 
improvements the tailored-edge ray approach offers, it still relies on limiting 
assumptions of perfect optics. 
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2.1.3 FLOW-LINE METHOD 
Another commonly used non-imaging optics technique is the flow-line method, 
also known as the geometric vector-flux approach, in which the propagation of 
light is defined and manipulated in “phase space”.  In analogy with fluid 
dynamics, phase space consists of both the position and momentum of elements 
of a fluid, and thus has twice the dimensions of ordinary space.  In optics, a light 
ray’s momentum is its direction multiplied by the index of refraction of the 
medium through which it “flows”.  The concept of phase space is useful because 
the physical laws of radiation propagation result in quantities that must remain 
conserved, namely the geometric vector flux, analogous to the conservation of 
volume in incompressible fluid flow.   
By expressing the propagation of radiation in this way, it is possible to 
map the flow lines in vector phase space from a given Lambertian (uniformly-
emitting) source, and from these deduce possible reflecting geometries that 
conserve the geometric vector flux.  Winston and Welford (1979a and 1979b) 
describe the overall methodology in detail, and give various examples of its 
application.  Winston et al. (2005) show that by inserting a reflective surface 
along a set of flow lines from a Lambertian disc, for instance, one arrives at the 
hyperboloid of revolution as shown in Figure 2.2, which is an ideal 3D 
concentrator (though it relies on many instances of multiple reflection).  
Although the flow-line method has definite merit in certain circumstances, it, 
too, relies on assumptions of perfect optics, and in addition is limited to those 
with a high level of mathematical knowledge and training. 
 
FIGURE 2.2 - HYPERBOLOID OF REVOLUTION (WINSTON ET AL. 2005) 
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2.2 DESIGN VIA “TRIAL AND ERROR” AND PARAMETRIC 
STUDIES 
Traditionally, the design of radiative transfer devices consists of a trial-and-
error approach, in which a design is proposed based on some previous knowledge 
or experience, and a prototype is built and tested.  If the proposed design does 
not perform to a satisfactory level, the process is repeated.  If enough time and 
resources are available, a detailed study can be performed on a few select design 
variables, in an attempt to expose important trends in performance and gain 
insight into possible design improvements.  In general, such approaches are 
time-consuming, expensive, and only reach an acceptable, and not necessarily 
optimal, solution.  With the advent of computers came various techniques for 
quickly and accurately calculating heat transfer, allowing potential designs to be 
evaluated without the need for physical prototyping, and so greatly reducing the 
requirement for time and resources.  Many reflecting surface design 
improvements have been reached as a result of such studies. 
Ryan et al. (1998), for example, use a Monte Carlo radiative heat transfer 
technique to perform a series of parametric studies on cylindrical solar collector 
arrays, taking into account directional material properties, as well as both 
specular and diffuse components of reflection.  For a given collector geometry, 
yearly thermal performance is estimated by using Monte Carlo to calculate the 
optical performance over a range of possible incidence angles, and inputting the 
results into a software package for transient energy system simulation.  
Simulations are performed for collectors with varying array size, tube spacing, 
and material properties of cover, absorber, and back-plane reflector, examining 
the effects of one variable at a time.  An improved design is suggested from the 
overall results. 
Along the same lines, Haeberle et al. (2007) perform a study on a linear 
Fresnel collector with a secondary non-imaging concentrator and cylindrical 
absorber.  A commercial ray-tracing software package is used to estimate optical 
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performance for a range of incidence angles, taking into account material 
absorptivity and reflectivity, mirror manufacturing and alignment error, and a 
realistic solar disc profile.  As above, a transient simulation tool is used to 
estimate yearly thermal performance given the resulting optical efficiencies.  
Based on results for collectors of varying length, an optimal length is deduced. 
The above univariate studies neglect any nonlinear interactions between 
the design variables, and as such are not typically of much use for complex 
designs.  Muschaweck et al. (2000) perform a more complex study in order to 
optimize reflector geometry for a non-tracking linear CPC solar collector, 
considering up to two variables at a time.  With the objective of investigating 
how real-world effects may make the optimal reflector geometry differ from the 
solution predicted by non-imaging optics, designs are compared based on a 
maximum yearly average utilizable power per absorber area.  This is calculated 
by first determining the concentration ratio for various directions using ray-
tracing, and using the results in a simplified time-integration, assuming 
constant thermal losses.  Examining the acceptance angle of the left and right 
sides of an asymmetrical CPC, the design topography is mapped over the two-
dimensional design space, limited to a rectangular domain surrounding the ideal 
edge-ray solution.  The optimal design is then selected from the region(s) with 
the best performance, identified through inspection.  Although this strategy 
includes nonlinear interaction between variables, the required computation 
increases greatly with the size of design space and number of variables treated.  
Furthermore, once the number of variables exceeds two, it is not possible to 
provide a simple visualization of the design topography, making identification of 
an optimal region more complicated. 
2.3 DESIGN OPTIMIZATION METHODS 
Through the application of known numerical optimization techniques, it is 
possible to treat design problems of greater dimension and complexity than 
could be reasonably handled using traditional methods.  For relatively simple 
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cases, it may be possible to perform analytical optimization arriving exactly at 
an optimal design.  The majority of problems of interest, however, rely on a 
combination of computational heat transfer techniques and nonlinear 
optimization schemes to arrive at an approximate optimum.  In order to 
formulate a problem in reflecting surface shape design as an optimization 
problem, the first step is to define an objective function whose minimum 
corresponds to the ideal design performance.  The objective function must be 
dependent upon on a set of design parameters that represent the shape of a 
design, and may be evaluated using various ray-tracing or numerical radiative 
heat transfer techniques.  Two basic formulations commonly are used in this 
context: for maximum power collection, the objective can simply be to minimize 
radiation that enters the system but does not arrive at the intended target; to 
achieve some desired irradiance distribution, on the other hand, the goal can be 
to minimize some function which measures the deviation between the resulting 
and desired distributions.  Finally, an optimization technique must be employed 
to search the design space and arrive at an optimal design configuration.   
Generally, optimization algorithms are classified as either: metaheuristic, 
which rely on some means of random sampling of the objective function over the 
design space in order to search for the global minimum, or; gradient-based, 
which progressively reduce the objective function in a deterministic manner 
based on some local measurement of its curvature. 
2.3.1 METAHEURISTIC OPTIMIZATION METHODS 
Metaheuristic (also referred to as “global”) search schemes enable the intelligent 
search of a design space (often limited to a distinct region to reduce 
computation), generally without requiring input of a set of initial design 
parameters.  Because searches occur over the entire design space and without 
the bias of an initial guess, such schemes have the potential to arrive at novel 
solutions and are in theory capable of identifying the global optimum, even for 
problems in which many local optima exist.  Generally, metaheuristic algorithms 
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are best-suited to problems involving discrete design variables, although they 
can sometimes be adapted to those with continuously variable design 
parameters.  In addition, they are typically slower for problems involving 
computationally-expensive objective function evaluations, as they rely on a large 
sampling over the design space.  A “total enumeration” search is the simplest 
example of such a scheme, in which every possible configuration (or some 
sufficiently fine sampling thereof) is tested, and that with the best performance 
is chosen.  This strategy is obviously computationally inefficient and impractical 
for anything but the simplest of problems involving a low number of design 
parameters.  Various algorithms have been proposed in an attempt to search a 
design space in a more intelligent and efficient manner.   
Genetic, or evolutionary, algorithms are one such global optimization 
scheme that has seen much application in reflecting surface design.  In a genetic 
algorithm (GA), design parameters are each assigned to a “gene”, and potential 
designs are generated by random “mating” of “parent” designs.  In a way that is 
meant to mimic natural selection, each design generation is ranked according to 
“fitness”, and when random mating occurs, parents who are deemed more fit 
have a greater chance of passing on their genes.  After many rounds of repeated 
reproduction and elimination, the routine should converge to a family of one or 
more optimal designs.  In theory, because the routine is initiated with a 
randomly generated set of parent designs, and because superior performance is 
favoured without being strictly required, GAs do not get “stuck” in local optima.  
Furthermore, since there is a chance of random gene “mutation” during mating, 
there is the possibility of generating novel designs.  On the other hand, genetic 
algorithms generally require a large number of design evaluations, which may 
prove impractical if each simulation is computationally-expensive to carry out.  
Moreover, because the algorithm relies on random occurrences, it is not 
repeatable, and there can be no guarantee that convergence will occur.  Despite 
this, genetic algorithms have been applied to a number of complex design 
optimization problems with great success.  Genetic algorithms are explained in 
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detail by Goldberg (1989) and Holland (1992), and are first adapted to reflecting 
surface design problems by Ashdown (1994), in the context of lighting design. 
Doyle et al. (1999) apply an evolutionary strategy to the design of a two-
dimensional reflector for desired illumination given a point light source.  The 
reflector surface is modeled using a cubic Bezier curve with the x- and y-
coordinates of all four control points as design variables, and illumination 
distributions are calculated using a parametric ray-tracing approach.  A custom 
fitness function is used which takes into account the absolute difference between 
the desired and resultant lighting distribution (on an element by element basis), 
as well as the difference between the reflected and desired light power.  
Generations are mated using a routine known as differential evolution, in which 
child designs take on randomly selected and mutated genes from parents.  If a 
resulting child design improves in fitness, it replaces its parent in the 
population.  In order to validate the algorithm, it is applied successfully to the 
design of simple parabolic and elliptical reflectors using their known 
illumination distributions. 
Corcione and Fontana (2003) apply a similar methodology to the design of 
a lighting configuration for a tennis court and a football field.  Design variables 
are light pole location and height, type, and direction of floodlights on each pole, 
and are treated discretely.  The fitness value takes into account both average 
illuminance and horizontal uniformity across the field.  Optimization is 
performed a number of times using the total enumeration approach, a genetic 
algorithm, a Monte Carlo method which considers a random sampling of possible 
designs, and combined gradient-Monte Carlo and gradient-genetic techniques.  A 
gradient technique is useful because it can treat continuous variables and so 
does not limit the possible number of designs, although to limit computation it is 
only applied after many rounds of discrete optimization.  It is found that, 
because of the large design space, problems are best handled by a genetic 
algorithm, with slight improvements in performance possible by applying a 
gradient method after-the-fact. 
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Sarvari (2007) applies a genetic algorithm to the design of two-
dimensional radiant enclosures with diffuse-gray walls and containing 
transparent media, with the goal of producing a desired heat flux distribution 
over the design surface.  Surfaces are represented by cubic B-spline curves, as 
they are found to strike a balance between complexity of computation and 
flexibility of curves handled.  Radiative heat transfer is solved using the discrete 
transfer method, in which radiant intensity is solved using the radiative transfer 
equation for the numerous surface elements and their discretized solid angles.  
In an attempt to improve convergence performance over regular GAs, a 
microgenetic algorithm is used which allows for a very small population size 
(typically ranging from 5 to 8).  The proposed method is applied to two surface 
design problems, each time successfully resulting in a set of designs which 
satisfy the design goal and problem constraints.  It is found that, by first 
optimizing the coordinates of the B-spline control points, and then post-
processing by optimizing the weights used at each, further design improvements 
could be achieved. 
In the context of solar energy collection, genetic algorithms have been 
applied to problems of optimizing spacing and arrangement of a field of 
stationary solar thermal collectors (Weinstock and Appelbaum 2007), and 
optimizing aspects such as payback period or CO2 emission reduction for a large 
solar hot water system (Loomans and Visser 2002), though no work has been 
found dealing with the task of collector shape design. 
 In addition to genetic algorithms, a number of attempts have been made 
to apply other global search schemes to problems in reflecting surface design.  
Patow et al. (2004), for example, apply a custom “brute force” algorithm to a 
problem in lighting design.  Reflecting-surface geometry is represented by a 
height field (a surface mesh of points with varying heights), and designs are 
evaluated using a Monte Carlo ray-tracing  technique, able to account for 
realistic irradiance distribution from the light source as well as both specular 
and diffuse reflection.  Original attempts to apply a local descent optimization 
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method failed due to Monte Carlo estimate noise and the existence of multiple 
local minima.  Instead, a search method is devised which starts with an initial 
design guess, and relies on repeated rounds of testing sensitivities of 
performance to each variable, and subsequently generating a new family of 
designs by iteratively shifting only the most important variables.  Although their 
method is found to result in improved designs, computation is quite slow.  Trials 
with a high fraction of diffuse reflectivity are deemed impossible, as an 
unreasonable number of rays are required to keep Monte Carlo estimation errors 
at manageable levels. 
2.3.2 GRADIENT-BASED OPTIMIZATION METHODS 
Gradient-based (also known as “local”) optimization methods attempt to hone in 
on an optimal solution by taking into account first- and sometimes second-order 
local objective curvature.  Such methods are known for their high rates of 
convergence, although their success typically depends highly on the particular 
problem curvature and the proximity of the initial guess to the optimum.  Local 
search algorithms identify the nearest significant optimum, and so generally 
have trouble with problems for which multiple optima exist.  A good deal of work 
has gone into the application of these methods to the solution of reflective 
surface design problems. 
Daun et al. (2003a) apply gradient-based optimization to the design of a 
diffuse-walled radiant enclosure for uniform irradiation over the target surface.  
Radiosity distribution is solved using an infinitesimal-area analysis technique 
(Daun and Hollands 2001), in which a numerical solution is found for the 
integral equations of radiosity for the given parametrically represented (B-
spline) enclosure surfaces.  First- and second-order sensitivities are found 
through solution post-processing, and are used to perform gradient design 
updates using the steepest descent, Newton, and quasi-Newton methods.  
Although Newton’s method exhibits improved convergence rates, it requires 
calculation of second-order sensitivities, which can be computationally expensive 
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to determine.  The quasi-Newton method, on the other hand, gradually forms an 
approximation of the Hessian using objective function gradient detail as it 
becomes available and thus does not require second-order information.  The 
optimization methodology was successfully applied to a problem of two-
dimensional enclosure design, for which Newton’s method was found to perform 
the fastest, with quasi-Newton close behind, followed by steepest descent.  These 
results are attributed in part to the relative ease with which second-order 
derivates are calculated for the given geometry and analysis technique.  
Daun et al. (2003b) again apply a gradient-based optimization technique 
to the radiant enclosure design problem, this time with both specularly- and 
diffusely-reflecting surfaces.  Radiative flux distribution is solved using Monte 
Carlo ray-tracing (Siegel and Howell 2002) between surface elements.  Because 
Monte Carlo provides approximations subject to random error, the Kiefer-
Wolfowitz method (Kiefer and Wolfowitz 1952) for optimization of stochastic 
systems is applied.  This method performs steepest descent iterations, using 
divided-differences to estimate the gradient.  Diminishing sequences are used to 
specify step size and central-difference parameter, and sample sizes for Monte 
Carlo ray-tracing are controlled using a logarithmic relationship based on 
iteration number and predetermined heuristics (a more detailed discussion of 
these factors is presented in a later section).  The method is successfully applied 
to the optimization of two two-dimensional radiant enclosure problems, with the 
identified solutions achieving near-uniform irradiation over the design surface.   
Rukolaine (2010) describe a gradient-based method to be used to 
determine optimal geometry for a similar two-dimensional radiant enclosure 
problem, for which surfaces are taken to be gray and diffuse.  Because the goal is 
to achieve uniform irradiation over a surface, a least-squares objective functional 
is defined.  Based on this, radiative transfer is solved through inverse analysis of 
the steady-state radiative transfer equation, and an objective function gradient 
is formed through shape sensitivity analysis and successive numerical solution 
of the direct and adjoint problems.  The paper focuses on the mathematical 
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formulation and solution of the objective function gradient, with little 
recommendation on a particular minimization method. 
In this thesis, the geometric design of solar concentrating collectors is 
examined.  As with the majority of previous work dealing with systems of highly-
specular surfaces, a Monte Carlo ray-tracing method is employed to solve for 
radiative heat transfer.  Because this method generally leads to relatively 
computationally expensive evaluations, in order to reduce overall design time, a 
gradient-based algorithm is used.  The optimization methodology presented and 
applied in this thesis, then, is an extension of that presented by Daun et al. 
(2003b).  Although this thesis focuses on concentrators made up of reflecting 





Chapter 3  
DEFINING COLLECTOR GEOMETRY THROUGH 
DESIGN PARAMETERS 
In order to conveniently facilitate both design updates and objective function 
evaluations, the optimization routine developed in this thesis relies on 
parametric representation of both concentrator surfaces and ray trajectories.  In 
the three design optimization cases considered, concentrator surface geometry is 
defined by a number of points in space whose coordinates are stored in a vector 
of design parameters, Φ.  These points act either as vertices of a tessellated 
surface mesh or as control points for B-spline or Bezier curves.  In this way, the 
overall surface geometry can easily be modified by changing the value of the 
design parameters.  Such parametric surface representation is an industry 
standard technique in computer graphics and CAD.  In addition to being easily 
adaptable, parametric representation also allows for easy objective function 
evaluation through application of standard ray-tracing techniques.  Throughout 
this thesis, the number of design variables stored in this vector is referred to as 
the problem dimensionality, and is given the symbol n.   
Throughout this thesis, geometry and analysis are presented as 
dimensionless, as none of the concepts or methods are dependent on any 
particular system of units.  Although this thesis only presents the theory 
necessary for solving two-dimensional surfaces, the same basic principles can be 
applied to three-dimensional problems. 
3.1 FACETED SURFACE REPRESENTATION 
One of the simplest ways to represent a curve is through tessellation, in which a 
mesh of planar sections is formed to approximate a given surface.  A two-
dimensional curve can be represented in this way with a series of points 
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connected by straight lines.  Although such tessellations do not represent a 
surface with complete accuracy, they often greatly reduce the computational 
requirement of calculations such as ray-tracing.  In solar concentrating collector 
design, such surface constructions can have further benefits, as resulting designs 
are typically more easily manufactured than others involving complex curves.  
Fresnel-type concentrators, for example, could be modeled in this way. 
Figure 3.1 shows the geometry of a faceted surface linear concentrating 
collector that is referred to as “test case two” throughout this thesis.  Like the 
other test geometries to be presented, the two points defining the opening are at 
a fixed distance of ten units apart, in order to allow an unbiased comparison of 
design performance.  In order to limit problem dimensionality to n = 3, symmetry 
is imposed, so that the remaining three points are defined by the vector of design 
parameters Φ = [Φ1, Φ2, Φ3]T.  For design problems based on this case, the 
objective is to redirect the maximum fraction of incoming radiation onto a 
cylindrical receiver of radius 0.5, located at the centre of the collector opening.  
Incoming radiation is taken to be normal to the collector opening, as would be 
the case for a perfectly-tracking collector. 
 
FIGURE 3.1 - TEST CASE 2: FACETED SURFACE LINEAR CONCENTRATOR 
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3.2 BEZIER CURVE SURFACE REPRESENTATION 
More accurate representation of curved surfaces can be achieved through 
polynomial functions.  For computer modeling or simulating, Bezier curves are 
commonly used, as they are able to model a variety of complex shapes with 
relatively few specified points.  Furthermore, their formulation allows for easy 
and efficient computation of the coordinates and derivatives of points along the 
represented curve, which is important for the ray-tracing techniques to be 
discussed shortly.  A great deal of background theory goes into the derivation of 
Bezier curves, which are a subset of a wider family of parametric representation 
known as Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS); for the purpose of this 
thesis, only equations necessary for simple two-dimensional curves are 
presented and applied.  For a more comprehensive background, see The NURBS 
Book (Piegl and Tiller 1997). 
The coordinates of a Bezier curve, C, of polynomial degree m and based on 
parameter u are defined by 
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where Pi is a vector of control points and Bi,m(u) are basis functions, defined using 











As a simple example, a first-order Bezier curve is defined as follows: from 
Equation (3.2), B0,1 = 1 − u and B1,1 = u; substituting these into Equation (3.1) 
results in the curve C(u) = (1 − u) P0 + u P1.  As the parameter u is increased from 
zero to one, then, the coordinates given by C(u) follow a straight line from P0 to 
P1.  Similarly, a second-order Bezier curve is defined by  
 2 20 1 2( ) (1 ) 2 (1 ) ,    0 1u u u u u u= − + − + ≤ ≤C P P P  (3.3) 
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and forms a parabola from P0 to P2 with curvature defined by coordinates of P1.  
Figure 3.2 shows example (a) second-order (quadratic) and (b) third-order (cubic) 





FIGURE 3.2 - (a) SECOND- AND (b) THIRD-ORDER BEZIER CURVES (PIEGL AND TILLER 1997) 
Because the control points for a given curve are constants and 
independent of u, the derivative of the curve can be computed by first calculating 
the derivatives of the basis functions of Equation (3.2) as  
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This relation for C′(u) is used in the ray-tracing techniques discussed below. 
A convenient property of Bezier curves is that their end points always 
coincide with the first and last control points, making it easy to fix the collector 
aperture width.  The remaining control points determine the overall curvature, 
allowing intuitive shape adaptation through modification of their coordinates.  
Figure 3.3 shows the geometry of “test case one”, a linear parabolic 
concentrating collector modeled by a second-order Bezier curve, with two design 
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parameters defining coordinates of the second control point, P1.  Note that 
because both the x- and y-coordinates of this point are variable, this 
representation does not require symmetry.  As with test case two, the receiver is 
a cylinder of radius 0.5 units and located at the centre of the collector opening, 
and incoming radiation is taken to be normal to the collector opening. 
Figure 3.4 (a) shows the geometry of “test case three”, represented by a 
fourth-order Bezier curve with the three middle control points variable in both 
the x- and y-dimensions, resulting in a problem with dimensionality n = 6.  In 
this case, the receiver is a horizontal line two units in length and starting from 
the rightmost edge of the collector opening.  This geometry was inspired by the 
linear asymmetric CPC proposed by Adsten et al. (2005) for stationary 
concentration onto a photovoltaic receiver in northern climates, as shown in 
Figure 3.4 (b).  Although in reality such a stationary collector would experience 
radiation at a variety of angles, in this case it is simplified to be incoming at a 
fixed angle of thirty degrees from the normal to the opening.  In this case, a 
fourth-order curve is used to allow a variety of unconventional shapes to be 
considered in the design process, in contrast to the simple curves represented by 
a second-order spline. 
 
FIGURE 3.3 - TEST CASE ONE, BEZIER REPRESENTATION 










FIGURE 3.4 - TEST CASE THREE, (a) BEZIER REPRESENTATION AND (b) ASYMMETRIC CPC (ADSTEN 
ET AL. 2005) 
3.3 RAY-TRACING 
Ray-tracing, the act of following the trajectory of photon bundles through a 
system of reflecting and/or refracting surfaces, is an important technique for 
characterizing the performance of optical devices, and is used throughout this 
thesis to facilitate objective function evaluation.  Based on known physical laws 
and optical properties, it is possible to determine the outcome of a given ray 
based on its point of origin and direction of movement.  As such, rays are 
conveniently represented in the parametric vector form 
 0( ) ,      0w w w= + >r r d  (3.6) 
where r is the ray vector, r0 and d are the point of origin and ray direction, 
respectively, and w is the ray parameter.  As w is increased from zero, the path of 
the ray from its origin is defined. 
There are three basic steps in a ray-tracing procedure: (i) identify the 
point at which the ray first intersects a surface; (ii) determine the surface 
normal at this point, and; (iii) calculate the resulting reflected or refracted ray 
direction.  A specular reflection, for example, is computed using the vector 
algebra shown in Figure 3.5, where n is the surface normal at the point of 
intersection, and r and r” are the incident and reflected rays, respectively 
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(Winston et al. 2005).  Similar algebra is used for dealing with refraction, based 
on the well-known Snell’s law.  These three steps are repeated for each ray until 
it either is absorbed at a surface or escapes from the system. 
 
FIGURE 3.5 - RAY VECTOR REFLECTION 
Generally, it is the identification of the first point of intersection which 
proves most complex, especially in systems for which a ray may intersect a 
surface at multiple locations.  The strategy employed depends on the particular 
method of surface representation used.  The main strategies used in this thesis 
for solving for faceted surface and Bezier curve concentrating collectors are 
described below.  Actual MATLAB functions are provided in Appendix E.  
3.3.1 RAY-TRACING FACETED SURFACES 
Ray-tracing of surfaces made up of only flat planes or straight lines is relatively 
fast and simple, as ray-surface intersections and corresponding surface normals 
can be computed using basic vector algebra.  For the 2D systems that are dealt 
with throughout this thesis, points of intersection between a ray vector and a 
linear surface section can be found using the following strategy (Press et al. 
1992): (i) define the linear section C(u) (with endpoints a and b) by ( )s= + −C a b a  
and ray vector r as in Equation (3.6); (ii) set the equations for C and r equal and 
solve for parameters u and w, resulting in  
 0 0( ) ( ) ( ),        
( ) ( )
u w× − − × −= =
− × − ×
d a r a r b a




(iii) if u is between zero and one, then the ray vector intersects section C within 
its endpoints, at the point given by C(u) or r(w).  For a collector system made up 
of multiple surfaces, every possible ray-surface intersection point should be 
found, and only that with the lowest nonzero w value (corresponding to the first 
surface hit) should be taken.  Intersection points with w = 0 correspond to the 
point of origin of the ray, and so should be neglected.  Once the appropriate point 
of intersection is found, determining the angle of incidence and surface normal is 
trivial. 
3.3.2 RAY-TRACING BEZIER CURVES 
In contrast to the simplicity of faceted surfaces, ray-tracing Bezier curves 
requires a much greater deal of both computational and programmer effort.  
Because a Bezier curve is nonlinear, ray-surface intersections cannot be solved 
through matrix inversion, and must instead be found using a numerical root-
finding method.  Throughout this thesis, the Newton-Raphson scheme is used 
with updates based on the current inverse Jacobian, from the basic approach 
explained in Toth (1985).  Points of intersection are found by solving for  
 ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )u w u w− = = =C r F F x 0  (3.8) 
where C(u) is made up of points along the Bezier curve found by applying 
equations (3.1) and (3.2), r(w) is the ray vector defined by Equation (3.6), and 
vector x contains the two parameters, ( , )u w=x .  Based on an initial guess at x, 
Newton-Raphson updates  
 1new J( ) ( )−= −x x x F x  (3.9) 
are performed until F(x) is sufficiently close to zero, where J(x) is the Jacobian 
given by  
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C′(u) is found using Equation (3.5), r′(w) is simply the direction vector d, and 
subscripts x and y denote the x- and y- components.  As before, the validity of the 
identified root(s) may be judged based on the values of u and w: if u is between 
zero and one, the ray hits the curve C within its endpoints, and; if w is greater 
than zero, the point of intersection occurs in the forward direction of the ray.  If 
multiple solutions satisfy these criteria, that with the lowest value of w should 
be taken. 
The intersection-finding method described thus far is relatively 
straightforward, and indeed performs quite well for very simple cases.  In many 
instances, however, multiple points of intersection may exist, and so 
identification of the correct root depends highly on the initial guess.  For a ray 
that has been previously reflected from the concentrator surface, for example, 
the initial guess must be sufficiently far from the root found at w = 0 to allow 
identification of any other more appropriate points of intersection.  Other 
difficulties can arise when dealing with more complex surface geometries, as it is 
possible for a single ray to intersect the concentrator curve multiple times.  In 
these cases, it may make sense to perform the root-finding method a number of 
times, each with a different initial guess, and in the end take the solution with 
the lowest nonzero value for the ray parameter, w. 
In the strategy employed in this thesis for ray-tracing the fourth-order 
Bezier spline of test case three, for example, initial guesses are based on a 
preliminary calculation of intersections between the ray and sections of the 
Bezier curve’s control polygon.  To illustrate this, take the initial ray shown in 
Figure 3.6 (a).  This ray intersects only the second section of the control polygon 
(shown as a dashed black line), and so Newton-Raphson need only be performed 
a single time.  Because, in this case, the second section is hit, an appropriate 
initial guess for u is somewhere between 0.25 and 0.5.  Since this particular ray 
is heading toward the right, the upper limit of u = 0.5 is used.  The ray direction 
is taken into account in this way so that the Newton-Raphson scheme will 
approach the solution from a distance ahead of the ray, and so will be less likely 
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to gravitate to the root found at the ray origin.  An initial ray parameter of 
w = 6.91 is used, corresponding to the intersection with the control polygon.  
From this initial guess, Newton-Raphson iterations are performed until the 
vector defined by C(u) −  r(w) is sufficiently close to zero.  In the implementation 
used, iterations are simply continued until the actual distance between C(u) and 
r(w) (i.e. the vector norm) is less than 10-10.  For the given ray, four updates are 
required to achieve this, resulting in the root defined by u = 0.2529 and 
w = 6.1219.  Figure 3.7 shows the resulting steps on a contour plot of the distance 
between the points (although the last two steps are too small to be noticed), and 
Table 3.1 provides corresponding values of u, w, and the resulting distance at 
each iteration.   
If a specular reflection were to occur at this point, the resulting ray would 
be slightly more difficult to handle, as it intersects the Bezier curve at two 
distinct points, as shown in Figure 3.6 (b).  Through the same process as above, 
two roots are found: one at u = 0.253, w = −1.4 ⨯ 10-15, and another at u = 0.795, 
w = 6.005.  In this case, the first of these points corresponds to the ray origin and 









FIGURE 3.7 - NEWTON-RAPHSON STEPS ON CONTOUR PLOT OF DISTANCE 
TABLE 3.1 - PARAMETERS DURING INITIAL NEWTON-RAPHSON RAY-TRACE 
Iteration u w distance 
1 0.50000 6.91312 3.03173 
2 0.26705 7.23074 0.913545 
3 0.25299 6.12531 0.00216667 
4 0.25289 6.12188 1.01702e-07 




Chapter 4  
EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION USING 
MONTE CARLO METHODS FOR RADIATIVE HEAT 
TRANSFER 
In order to employ a nonlinear optimization technique to design a solar 
concentrating collector, we must define an objective function, F(Φ), which is 
dependent on the vector of design parameters, Φ, and representative of design 
performance.  Furthermore, there must be an algorithm capable of evaluating 
the objective function over the domain of possible designs.  Throughout this 
thesis, the objective function (to be minimized) is taken to be the negative 
fraction of incoming radiation that is absorbed at the receiver surface, given a 
particular collector configuration.  In this way, the optimal concentrator design 
will be that which results in the greatest fraction of solar energy collected.  As 
discussed in Chapter 2, because the concentrator system is made up of highly 
specular surfaces, objective function evaluations are performed using a Monte 
Carlo ray-tracing technique.  (It should be noted that, although overall 
performance of a solar concentrating collector depends on multiple modes of heat 
transfer, the scope of the present analysis is limited to radiative heat transfer.) 
4.1 MONTE CARLO RAY-TRACING TECHNIQUE 
Although the term Monte Carlo encompasses a broad range of numerical 
integration tools based on random sampling, in the case of concentrating 
collector analysis there is a convenient physical analogy: “bundles” of photons 
are ray-traced as they enter the collector from randomly-sampled locations over 
the aperture and undergo multiple randomized surface-interaction events in 
until they are either absorbed at a surface or escape from the collector aperture.  
The overall collector performance is inferred by aggregating results of a large 
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sample of simulated trajectories.  The concept is illustrated using the geometry 
of test case one, a linear parabolic concentrator with cylindrical absorber, as 
shown in Figure 4.1.   
 
x  = 0 








FIGURE 4.1 - MONTE CARLO FOR TEST CASE ONE 
It should be noted that, in order to simplify calculation throughout this 
thesis, geometry is treated as fully two-dimensional, although an extension to 
include 3D effects is straightforward.  In addition, incoming radiation is 
assumed to be perfectly collimated, so that only the initial ray position must be 
sampled.  Although this is not quite true in reality, as solar radiation is 
distributed over a half-angle of about 0.27°, it is not necessary to take this into 
account for demonstration of the methodology.  In order to further simplify 
initial discussion of the Monte Carlo method, perfect optics is assumed (that is, 
perfectly specular reflection at the concentrator surface and blackbody 
absorption at the absorber surface), so that the complete path of each ray is 
determined by its initial position and direction.  Under the assumptions of 
collimated incoming radiation and perfect optics, the Monte Carlo ray-tracing 
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where N is the sample size (the number of rays traced) and f(xj) is the binary 
outcome for the ray originating at randomly sampled position, xj.  Since the 
objective is to minimize the negative fraction of collected rays, f (xj) = −1 if the ray 
is absorbed at the absorber surface and otherwise f (xj) = 0.  In this way, then, an 
ideal collector for which every incoming ray is successfully absorbed at the 
receiver has a performance given by F(Φ) = −1.  Performing a large sample of 
such ray-traces provides an unbiased estimate of the objective function,  ( )F Φ , 
in which the tilde indicates that the estimate is subject to some statistical 
uncertainty, as is discussed below. 
For the ideal case presented above, an objective function evaluation 
through Monte Carlo ray-tracing is straightforward to formulate.  Although 
some additional analysis is required in order to simulate more realistic systems, 
the method continues to remain relatively intuitive.  In addition, unlike some 
analytical techniques, MCRT can handle arbitrarily complex geometries: a ray-
tracing routine could in theory be devised for any system, with the only practical 
limitation being an increased computational cost with increased complexity.  A 
further advantage of MCRT is that, through simple modifications to this basic 
formulation, a simulation can be made to accurately account for any number of 
physical phenomena, such as realistic directional and/or spectral surface 
properties, or a particular distribution of incoming radiation.  This too, however, 
is associated with an increase in computation. 
The sections to follow provide a discussion of concepts necessary for 
objective function evaluation in this thesis; for further reference refer to 
Hammersley and Handscomb (1975) and Lemieux (2009) for a discussion of 
Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo methods in general, and to Siegel and 
Howell (2002) for specific discussion of Monte Carlo in its application to 
modeling radiation heat transfer.  
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4.1.1 ROLE OF EVENT LIKELIHOOD IN STOCHASTIC SAMPLING 
The key to using Monte Carlo to simulate a physical process is ensuring that the 
randomly sampled values, xj, have a probability distribution that corresponds to 
that of the process at hand.  In this way, an outcome which is physically more 
likely to occur will tend to occur more frequently in simulation.  In general, the 
most effective way to achieve this (and that which is used exclusively throughout 
this thesis) is through function inversion.  It can be shown that appropriately 
distributed random samples, xj, can be generated by transforming a uniformly 
distributed random number, Rj, by the inverse of the cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) of the process (Eckhardt 1987).  For a univariate process with a 
CDF of P(x), values of xj are found by 
 1( )j jx P R−=  (4.2) 
where Rj, and thereby xj, are between zero and one, and P−1 is the inverse 
function of the CDF, P.  Multivariable processes are sampled in the same way, 
requiring one uniformly distributed random number for each independent 
variable. 
Although the above formulation can require some initial analysis and 
coding on part of the designer, the only increase in computational effort is that 
due to the required evaluation of Equation (4.2) to sample xj at every occurrence 
of the process.  For the single variable problem of test case one, each ray is 
equally likely to originate at any position along the aperture, and so the CDF and 
its inverse are simply equal to unity.  As such, initial ray position xj is sampled 
directly from a uniformly distributed random number, Rj.  Other physical 
processes are not quite as convenient.  To simulate a diffuse emission (or 
reflection), for example, the radiative intensity distribution as dictated by 
Lambert’s cosine-law, and shown in Figure 4.2, must be taken into account in 




FIGURE 4.2 - LAMBERT'S COSINE LAW 
From this, an appropriately distributed random number Rθ can be found 
through (Siegel and Howell 2002) 
 * * * 2
0
2 cos sin sinR d
θ
θ θ θ θ θ= =∫  (4.3) 
where θ * is a dummy variable of integration.  In order to better suit 
computation, θ is normally left in its sine form as  
 sin Rθθ =  (4.4) 
where Rθ is a uniformly distributed random number.  From this, the angle of the 
emitted ray, θ, is determined.  For a 3-D treatment, a similar approach is used to 
determine the azimuth angle; because geometries in this thesis are treated in 
two dimensions, however, we must simply determine whether the ray is emitted 
at angle θ clockwise or counter-clockwise from the normal, each of which is 
equally likely.  So, a random number R is sampled, with R < 0.5 resulting in one 
outcome, and R > 0.5 resulting in the other. 
4.1.2 SIMULATING REALISTIC OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
In order to extend the above perfect optics formulation to cases which treat 
realistic optical properties, additional stochastic sampling must be implemented.  
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For each non-ideal ray-surface intersection, a uniformly distributed random 
number (between zero and unity) must be sampled, with the event outcome 
dependent upon its relationship to the optical properties of the surface.  For a 
basic treatment of reflection, as is performed in this thesis, the surface 
reflectivity, ρ, is simply equivalent to the likelihood that a successful reflection 
will occur.  At a ray-surface intersection, then, random number R is sampled, 
and if R < ρ, the ray is successfully reflected.  The same logic can be applied to 
the simulation of absorption, based on surface absorptivity, α. 
For the cases throughout this thesis considering “realistic” optics, the 
following assumptions are made: (i) the concentrator surface has a specular 
reflectivity of 0.92, based on the reflecting surface data used in Haeberle et al. 
(2005); (ii) rays that are not reflected at the concentrator surface are instead 
absorbed (and henceforth neglected); (iii) the receiver surface has a directional 
absorptivity modeled after the sputtered Ni-NiOx coating examined in 
Tesfamichael and Wäckelgård (1999) and presented in Appendix C; (iv) rays not 
absorbed at the receiver are instead reflected diffusely. 
4.1.3 ESTIMATING MONTE CARLO UNCERTAINTY 
Although Monte Carlo ray-tracing is a powerful tool for estimating radiative 
heat transfer, it has the drawback of introducing stochastic uncertainty into a 
calculation.  Because a Monte Carlo approximation is simply the mean result of 
a number of individual samples, it contains fluctuations about a mean value.  
Since in practical applications the exact solution is unknown, this uncertainty, 
denoted εMC, must be estimated.  This can be done by binning the results into a 
number of independent sets of trials and measuring the sample standard 
deviation (Hammersley and Handscomb 1975) 
 MC M
σε ≈  (4.5) 
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where M denotes the number of trials, each using N/M rays, and σ  is the 
standard deviation of the set of trials, given by  
   2
1










− ∑ Φ Φ  (4.6) 
In this relation,  ( )iF Φ  is the mean result of the ith trial.  Because the 
distribution of resulting means can, by the Central Limit Theorem, be taken as 
approximately normal, resulting objective function evaluations can be stated, 
with 68% confidence (Siegel and Howell 2002), as  
  ( )( ) MCFF ε= ±Φ Φ  (4.7) 
For traditional Monte Carlo, in which random values xj are derived from 
uniformly distributed pseudorandom numbers, the magnitude of uncertainty εMC 
decreases according to (Hammersley and Handscomb 1975) 
 1/2MC Nε −∝  (4.8) 
so, in order to halve the uncertainty in a given estimation, four times as many 
rays must be traced.  Herein lies the major drawback to Monte Carlo, as the 
number of rays traced is nearly directly proportional to the required amount of 
computation time, since ray-tracing makes up the majority of processing, 
especially for more complex geometries (Kersch et al. 1994).  Throughout this 
thesis, the negative exponent in an uncertainty trend is referred to as the 
convergence rate.  As such, from Equation (4.8), traditional Monte Carlo exhibits 
a convergence rate of 1/2.  
4.2 REDUCING MONTE CARLO UNCERTAINTY 
When sampling from a pseudorandom sequence, there is no guarantee that the 
integral domain will receive even coverage.  This leads to the relatively high 
degree of uncertainty in traditional Monte Carlo estimations.  Indeed, it has 
been shown that estimate uncertainty has a theoretical upper bound directly 
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proportional to the discrepancy (a statistical measure of non-uniformity) of the 
sampled points (Hickernell 1998).   
An obvious solution for uncertainty reduction, then, is to sample from a 
set of points that lie on a uniform grid (sampling each point exactly once), and 
indeed, a single-variable integral approximation of this sort (analogous to 
performing quadrature using the rectangle or mid-point rule) results in an 
uncertainty which decreases in proportion to N−1, and so exhibits a convergence 
rate of unity (Press et al. 2007).  Although such an approach can outperform 
traditional Monte Carlo for the simplest of integrations, it becomes nearly 
impossible to include enough points to achieve sufficient resolution for multi-
variable integrals (Morokoff and Caflisch 1994).  Furthermore, when sampling 
from a uniform grid, the grid resolution must be defined in advance, leaving no 
way of sampling until some desired level of accuracy is achieved; every single 
grid point must be sampled in order to maintain uniformity.  If a resulting 
approximation turns out to have too large an uncertainty, then, accuracy can be 
improved by either repeating the computation from scratch with a finer grid, or 
enhancing the current estimate by reducing grid-spacing by a factor of two 
(thereby increasing the number of points by a factor of 2s, where s is the integral 
dimensionality).  Although this technique is generally impractical, algorithms 
have been developed for generating number sequences that achieve similar 
uniformity, without sacrificing flexibility of sample size. 
4.2.1 QUASI-RANDOM SEQUENCES 
A more practical strategy than that described above is to perform Monte Carlo 
approximation based on samples from a low-discrepancy, or quasi-random, 
sequence, generated using algorithms specially developed so that any point 
achieves “maximal avoidance” of all others.  In this way, a quasi-random 
sequence has, for any sequence length, a significantly more uniform distribution 
when compared to a pseudorandom sequence.  Furthermore, as the sequence 
length increases, the resolution is effectively made finer, allowing 
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approximations to be concluded once a desired level of accuracy is achieved, and 
so limiting the amount of excess computational effort.  These attributes can be 
seen by comparing Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, which show the first 100 and 1000 
points of a two-dimensional pseudorandom and quasi-random (Halton) sequence, 
respectively.  Both sets of plots were created using built-in MATLAB functions, 
with random number sequences generated the function “rand”, and with the 
Halton sequence generated using the function “haltonset”.  By estimating the 
integral using points sampled from a quasi-random, instead of a pseudorandom, 
sequence the quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) method is a deterministic scheme, 
capable of achieving a greater degree of accuracy than traditional Monte Carlo 












FIGURE 4.4 - FIRST (a) 100 AND (b) 1000 POINTS OF A QUASI-RANDOM (HALTON) SEQUENCE 
A number of different algorithms have been developed for the generation 
of quasi-random sequences, with the Halton, Sobol, and Fauve sequences most 
commonly applied to QMC approximations.  Morokoff and Caflisch (1995) have 
demonstrated that, between these three, the Halton sequence frequently 
outperforms in estimations of integrals with dimensionality below about six, 
with Sobol outperforming in higher dimension.  This thesis employs quasi-
random sequences in a single dimension, for which Halton and Sobol are 
identical. 
4.2.2 ADDITIONAL NOTES ON QUASI-RANDOM SEQUENCES 
In the use of quasi-random sequences, there are a few measures which may be 
taken in order to make the most of their highly uniform distribution.  Figure 4.5 
shows the order of the first sixteen points in a one-dimensional Halton or Sobol 
sequence.  From this, two important characteristics can be seen.  Firstly, 
uniformity is maintained through a pattern of sweeping over the space, with 
each new layer made up of twice as many points as the previous, resulting in a 
spacing that is half of the previous layer.  In this way, each point is, as stated 
previously, “maximally avoiding” all others.  Due to this method of sweeping, 
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however, the most uniform sequences are those with completely finished layers 
present, occurring at sequences of length defined by the powers of two.  Take 
only the first fourteen points from the below sequence, for example, and 
suddenly the distribution is slightly skewed to the lower half of the space.  This 
is especially important to take into account for short sequences, but quickly 
becomes negligible for larger sample sizes.  Throughout this thesis, quasi-Monte 
Carlo is performed using sample sizes of powers of two whenever possible.  It 
should be noted that, for a multi-dimensional problem, this rule depends on the 
construction of the particular quasi-random sequence used. 
Another important characteristic to note is that for a quasi-random 
sequence the first entry is very close to zero (and identical to zero for a one-
dimensional sequence), and there is no other entry present equally close to one.  
For this reason, a quasi-random sequence will show a slight bias toward the 
lower side, although as the sequence length increases this bias becomes 
negligible.  In practice, this can be avoided by simply discarding the first few 
points (the number is irrelevant) from the sequence, as is recommended by 
Morokoff and Caflisch (1995).  Throughout this thesis, whenever a quasi-random 
sequence is generated for a QMC estimation, the first 64 points are skipped. 
 
FIGURE 4.5 - FIRST SIXTEEN POINTS OF A QUASI-RANDOM SEQUENCE 
4.3 QUASI-MONTE CARLO (QMC) METHOD 
By performing Monte Carlo based on sampling from a quasi-random sequence, 
the so-called quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) technique can be used to estimate the 
same problems as Monte Carlo, but can achieve a greater degree of accuracy for 
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a given sample size.  Although, in theory, QMC can exhibit a convergence rate as 
high as unity, in practice performance depends on factors such as function 
smoothness and integral dimensionality.  As integral dimensionality increases, 
the nature of the quasi-random sequence used can cause its uniformity to begin 
to break down, thereby reducing convergence rate.  For a general problem, the 
following error bound has been shown (Morokoff and Caflisch 1995)  
 /(2 1)s scNε − −=  (4.9) 
where s is the integral dimensionality and c is a problem-specific constant.  
Based on this relationship, it can be seen that the worst-case convergence rate 
quickly decreases with increasing integral dimensionality from unity, with a 
value of about 0.667, 0.6, and 0.571 for a problem with an s of 2, 3, and 4, 
respectively.  Morokoff and Caflisch (1995) state that this error bound is often 
pessimistic, with the majority of examined cases vastly outperforming this 
prediction.  At any rate, there is little reason not to apply QMC over traditional 
MC, since even in cases of high dimensionality, QMC can only perform as badly 
as MC.  Furthermore, the additional computation required for quasi-random 
sequence generation is negligible, especially as simulation complexity increases.   
The merits of QMC are well-documented and have been applied in various 
areas, though at the time of writing the author is aware of only two examples in 
radiative heat transfer analysis.  In the first, QMC integration was used to 
accelerate computation of the radiative transfer equation in a number of slabs 
containing a scattering medium (O’Brien 1992).  In the second example, QMC 
ray-tracing was applied in the estimation of radiative transfer in a 
semiconductor wafer thermal processing furnace containing specularly reflecting 
surfaces (Kersch et al. 1994).  Although limited application of QMC can be found 
in the area of radiative heat transfer, its principles have been applied 
extensively in the simulation of light transport in computer graphics, for which 
many of the same principles apply.  Keller (1996) and Veach (1997) provided 
thorough discussion of the theory and application of QMC in the solution of 
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illumination in a three-dimensional scene, and Cieslak et al. (2008) applied 
randomized-QMC (to be discussed shortly) to speed up the simulation of light 
distribution in the canopy of a plant.  
In this variety of applications, quasi-Monte Carlo was found to 
consistently outperform traditional Monte Carlo.  As will be demonstrated, 
similarly positive results are achieved for the solar concentrating collector 
objective function evaluations performed throughout this thesis. 
4.3.1 QMC FOR A SIMPLE ONE-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRATION 








= ∑∫  (4.10) 
is performed using both MC and QMC, with varying sample size N.  For the case 
of traditional MC, xj is sampled from a uniformly distributed pseudo-random 
sequence, and for QMC it is sampled from a one-dimensional Halton sequence.  
Error magnitudes are computed with respect to the known analytical solution of 
1/3.  As can be seen in Figure 4.6 on a log-log (base 2) plot, QMC integration 
exhibits a smaller error for all N, with a significantly steeper convergence rate 
when compared to MC integration. 
 
FIGURE 4.6 - ERROR TREND FOR A SIMPLE ONE-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL ESTIMATE 
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Throughout this thesis, trends in estimation uncertainty are presented in 
this way, in terms of the convergence rate, β, and coefficient, c, found through a 
linear least-squares fit to the log-log data, so that on a plot of the error trend as 
in Figure 4.6, the error has a slope of –β.  This leads to the familiar form  
 ( )N c N βε −= ⋅  (4.11) 

















As expected for a one-dimensional integral estimation of a smooth function, 
then, the Monte Carlo convergence rate is close to 1/2, while quasi-Monte Carlo 
achieves close to the theoretical improved convergence rate of unity.  
Accordingly, QMC needs two orders of magnitude fewer rays than MC to achieve 
an error of 10-3, and three orders of magnitude fewer for an error of 10-4, and 
consequently QMC can achieve estimations of required accuracy with far less 
computational time, with savings becoming increasingly significant as the 
required degree of accuracy increases. 
4.3.2 RANDOMIZED QUASI-MONTE CARLO (RQMC) 
Because quasi-random sequences are generated using a deterministic algorithm, 
every instance is identical, and so successive trials are not mutually-
independent.  As a consequence of this, QMC error cannot be directly estimated 
from the sample standard deviation, as in Equation (4.5).  One way to remedy 
this is to randomize the quasi-random sequence between each successive trial, 
ideally in a manner that does not compromise uniformity.  In this way, so-called 
randomized quasi-Monte Carlo (RQMC) can achieve the benefits of improved 
convergence, while providing a group of independent trials for use in error 
estimation (L’Ecuyer and Lemieux 2002). 
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This randomization can be achieved in a number of ways; the simplest of 
which is “random shift modulo one” in which the objective function is estimated 
by (Cranley and Patterson 1976)  
  ( ) ( )
1






= +∑Φ  (4.13) 
where xj is the jth term from a quasi-random sequence and δ is a random number 
uniformly distributed between zero and one.  For a one-dimensional estimation, 
for example, we simply shift the quasi-random sequence by adding the same 
random number to each point, and then subtract one from any points that are 
greater than one in order to “wrap them back around” to the beginning.  To 
demonstrate this, random shift modulo one is repeatedly applied to the first 32 
points of a one-dimensional Halton sequence, with results shown in Figure 4.7.  
Although methods of randomization exist which are better-suited to problems of 
higher-dimensionality, such as those discussed in (Lemieux 2009), this is the 
method exclusively applied to the problems dealt with in this thesis. 
Through this technique, for a given RQMC estimation, only a single quasi-
random sequence of length N/M need be generated and stored in memory.  It 
should be noted, however, that for very small sample sizes, such repeated 
randomization may compromise the uniformity of the quasi-random sequence.  
As an extreme example, an estimation of sample size N = 20, when split into 
twenty trials, is simply based on a single randomly shifted point, and so is 
essentially equivalent to a traditional Monte Carlo estimation.  For estimations 




FIGURE 4.7 - RANDOMIZED ONE-DIMENSIONAL HALTON SEQUENCE (FIRST 32 POINTS) 
4.4 APPLICATION OF RQMC TO TEST CASES 
In order to measure the performance of randomized quasi-Monte Carlo for the 
estimations performed throughout this thesis, a number of objective function 
evaluations are performed using both RQMC and traditional MC, for the three 
test case geometries as described in Chapter 3.  In RQMC trials, the initial ray 
position is sampled from a one-dimensional quasi-random sequence, with any 
additional sampling (for simulating realistic optical properties, for example) 
performed using pseudorandom numbers.  In order to make resulting 
uncertainty trends more apparent, each set of results presented is based on the 
mean outcome of twenty repeated trials.  For each example, tests are performed 
for a number of different sample sizes, chosen to provide an even spread over the 
log (base 2) scale.  As such, trials are performed with N = {26, 27, … , 218}, with 
each split into sixteen independent groups.  Finally, all error magnitudes are 




4.4.1 TEST CASE ONE 
For test case one, repeated objective function evaluations are performed for the 
designs given by Φ = {[8, -3]T, [12, 4]T, [11, -4]T}, all assuming perfect optics.  
Figure 4.8 shows the geometry and initial RQMC ray-trace for the first two of 
these designs.  For each design, uncertainty trends as in Figure 4.9 are found 
based on the resulting measured uncertainties.  Table 4.1 provides results for c, 
β, and the resulting sample sizes required to achieve error magnitudes of 10-3 
and 10-4 for all three designs.   
The results show the expected uncertainty trends for such a one-
dimensional problem, with MC exhibiting a convergence rate of about 1/2 and 
RQMC achieving its theoretical convergence rate of about one.  Although 
coefficient c is larger for RQMC by a factor of about 7.6, its higher convergence 
rate quickly outweighs this as the sample size is increased.  Accordingly, RQMC 
needs two orders of magnitude fewer rays than MC to achieve an evaluation 
with uncertainty 10-3, and three orders of magnitude fewer for an uncertainty of 
10-4.  As before, then, RQMC can achieve estimations of required accuracy with 
far less computational effort than MC, with increasingly significant savings as 
required accuracy increases. 
  
(a) (b) 





FIGURE 4.9 - UNCERTAINTY TRENDS FOR DESIGNS SHOWN ABOVE 
TABLE 4.1 - UNCERTAINTY TRENDS FOR TEST CASE ONE 
Φ method c β N(ε = 10
-3) 
⨯ 10-3 







MC 0.3617 0.4956 145.3 1514 







MC 0.4362 0.4953 213.7 2233 






MC 0.4490 0.5044 181.6 1740 
RQMC 3.9539 1.0339 3.013 2.794 
 
4.4.2 TEST CASE TWO 
For test case two, the designs given by Φ = {[8.6, 2.3, 11.2]T, [6.8, 2.5, 7.8]T}, are 
evaluated, assuming both perfect and “realistic” optical properties (based on the 
assumptions outlined previously).  Figure 4.10 shows the geometry and initial 
RQMC ray-trace for the two designs, and Figure 4.11 shows the resulting 
uncertainty trends for the first of these, based on the assumptions of both perfect 
and realistic optics.  Overall results are provided in Table 4.2.   
From these results, it can be seen that RQMC achieves close to the 
expected degree of improvement over MC when perfect optics are assumed, with 
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similar orders of magnitude reduction in required sample size as in the previous 
case.  The convergence rate for MC is close 1/2 as is expected, while for RQMC it 
averages 0.9, slightly lower than unity.  For estimations based on realistic 
optical properties, however, RQMC provides a much smaller improvement over 
MC, exhibiting a convergence rate of about 0.55 and so achieving less than an 
order of magnitude reduction in required sample size.  Specifically, to provide 
estimations with an average error of 10-3 and 10-4, RQMC requires a factor of 
about 3.3 and 4.3 fewer rays than MC, respectively.  Unlike in previous cases, 
this uncertainty reduction is due to a combination of lower coefficient (on 
average 6.5% lower) as well as slightly lower convergence rate (about 1.5% 
lower). 
The significant decrease in convergence rate offered by RQMC over MC when 
considering realistic surface properties is likely due to the stochastic effects 
introduced by the additional random sampling required at ray-surface 
interactions.  When perfect optics is assumed, the outcome of a ray is 
deterministic once the initial position and direction are specified.  As such, the 
highly uniform distribution of initial rays over the collector aperture achieved 
through the low-discrepancy quasi-random sequence carries throughout the 
collector.  Simulation of realistic surface properties, on the other hand, injects 
randomness into the low-discrepancy ray-inception points and accordingly 





FIGURE 4.10 - GEOMETRY FOR TEST CASE 2, DESIGNS (a) Φ=[8.6, 2.3, 11.2]T AND (b) Φ=[6.8, 2.5, 7.8]T 
  
(a) (b) 




TABLE 4.2 - UNCERTAINTY TRENDS FOR TEST CASE TWO 
Φ method c β N(ε = 10
-3) 
⨯ 10-3 











MC 0.4659 0.5108 187.2 1698 









MC 0.3502 0.4824 187.9 2222 
RQMC 0.7347 0.8669 2.024 2.882 









MC 0.4918 0.5218 144.2 1190 









MC 0.4069 0.5070 140.4 1318 
RQMC 0.2727 0.5326 37.42 282.2 
 
4.4.3 TEST CASE THREE 
For test case three, repeated objective function evaluations are performed 
assuming both ideal and realistic optics, for the designs given by 
Φ = {[−2, −3, 2.5, −6, 5, −5]T, [−3.5, −5, 1, −7, 5, −5]T}.  Figure 4.12 shows the 
geometry and the path of the first sixteen RQMC rays for the two designs, and 
Figure 4.13 shows example uncertainty trends for evaluations assuming perfect 
and realistic optics.  Overall results are provided in Table 4.3.   
As for the test case 2, simulations based on perfect optics exhibit the 
expected uncertainty trends for MC and RQMC, while significantly less 
improvement is seen for cases assuming realistic optics.  Similar to the previous 
case, in order to provide estimations with an average uncertainty of 10−3 and 














TABLE 4.3 - UNCERTAINTY TRENDS FOR TEST CASE 3 
Φ method c β N(ε = 10
-3)  
⨯ 10-3 
N(ε = 10-4)  
⨯ 10-4 
Perfect Optics 
[-2, -3, 2.5 ,-6 ,5 ,-5]T MC 0.4892 0.5220 141.9 1169 
RQMC 1.260 0.9909 1.346 1.375 
[-3.5 , -5, 1,-7 ,5 ,-5]T 
MC 0.4734 0.5256 123.0 983.4 
RQMC 1.121 0.9773 1.319 1.392 
Realistic Optical Properties 
[-2, -3, 2.5 ,-6 ,5 ,-5]T MC 0.2596 0.4607 173.9 2575 
RQMC 0.2186 0.4950 53.22 557.3 
[-3.5 , -5, 1,-7 ,5 ,-5]T 
MC 0.4856 0.5178 154.0 1314 
RQMC 0.2181 0.5189 32.14 271.7 
 
4.5 VALIDATION OF UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATION FOR RQMC 
As previously discussed, in practical applications uncertainties cannot be 
evaluated based on an “exact” solution, and so must be estimated from the 
resulting sample mean, as in Equation (4.5).  This relationship was presented, 
however, in the context of traditional Monte Carlo evaluation, and not for 
RQMC.  As such, in order to ensure that the optimization methodology to be 
presented is robust, it is important to verify that these estimations are indeed 
appropriate.  To confirm this, a number of trials are performed for two test 
problems representative of concentrator designs encountered during 
optimization.  For each problem, one thousand objective function evaluations are 
performed using both MC and RQMC methods, and resulting uncertainty 
magnitudes are estimated as in Equation (4.5), as well as measured via 
comparison to an “exact” solution, taken to be the result of an evaluation using a 
sufficiently large sample size.  For simplicity, the former is referred to as the 
estimated uncertainty, εest, and the latter as the experimental uncertainty, εexp.   
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The first problem examined is based on test case one, assuming perfect 
optics and with design parameters given by Φ = [12, 4]T.  For this problem, 
evaluations are performed using a sample size of 212, with an “exact” solution 
found using 223 rays.  This exact solution is deemed sufficiently accurate, as its 
corresponding estimated uncertainty is 1.74 x 10-7, three orders of magnitude 
less than the lowest mean values of εest and εexp.  The second problem is based on 
test case two, assuming realistic optics and with design parameters given by 
Φ = [8.6, 2.3, 11.2]T.  Evaluations are performed for this problem using 29 rays, 
with an “exact” solution found using 223 rays.  In this case, the estimated 
uncertainty of the exact solution is 1.04 x 10-4, two orders of magnitude less than 
the lowest mean uncertainty. 
Table 4.4 provides overall results of this validation study.  As can be seen, 
over the one thousand evaluations, the estimated and experimental 
uncertainties are quite close, with εest over-predicting εexp by an average of 5.4%.  
Furthermore, when uncertainty predictions for individual evaluations are 
examined, it is found that on average 68% of experimental uncertainties are 
within estε±  of the exact solution, and 93% are within est2ε± , almost identical to 
the statistical predictions for a normal distribution.  To help demonstrate this, 
Figure 4.14 shows a representative frequency distribution of experimental 
uncertainty, this one for RQMC evaluations of the second problem.  In this 
figure, the indicated standard deviation σ is equal to the overall estimated mean, 
εest.  Based on these results, it is deemed that objective function uncertainties as 
estimated using Equation (4.5) are indeed appropriate, and as such can reliably 
be used to quantify the accuracy of a given evaluation. 
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MC 0.006830 0.005329 0.682 0.940 
RQMC 0.0007495 0.0006113 0.684 0.930 
2 
MC 0.02159 0.01860 0.660 0.918 








Chapter 5  
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY 
In order to identify the best performing solar concentrating collector geometry 
for the given conditions, an unconstrained local minimization scheme is applied 
to perform intelligent updates to the vector of design parameters, Φ, in an 
attempt to reduce the value of the objective function, F(Φ).  These design updates 
continue until some termination criterion is satisfied, at which point the optimal 
design, Φ*, corresponding to the minimum value, F(Φ∗), has likely been reached.  
As previously described, in this thesis, F(Φ) is defined as the negative fraction of 
incoming radiation that is absorbed at the receiver surface (as estimated using a 
Monte Carlo or randomized quasi-Monte Carlo ray-tracing technique), and the 
design parameters stored in Φ correspond to coordinates which define the 
concentrating surface geometry.   
5.1 GRADIENT-BASED STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION 
Gradient-based optimization techniques are commonly used when the feasible 
region is convex and the defined objective function is continuously differentiable.  
Such algorithms progressively reduce the objective function by updating the set 
of design parameters by 
 1k k k kα+ = + ⋅Φ Φ P  (5.1) 
where Pk is a descent direction vector and αk is a scalar step size, both for the kth 
design iteration.  Pk is usually a function of the first- and sometimes second-
order curvature of F(Φ).  In this work, the steepest-descent direction is used, in 
















Although search schemes such as Newton’s method or the quasi-Newton method 
can achieve convergence rates far superior to that of steepest-descent in a 
deterministic setting, in this case neither the objective function nor its gradient 
can be evaluated deterministically.  Instead, the gradient vector is estimated by 


















∇ ∆∑ ∑Φ ΦΦ  (5.3) 
where  ( )kiF∆ Φ  is the divided-difference term given by  
   ( )  ( )ˆ ˆ( )k k k ki ikiF h F hF + −∆ = −ΦeΦ eΦ  (5.4) 
and h is the difference parameter, ê is a unit vector, and subscripts k and i denote 
the current design iteration and dimension, respectively.  As before, the tilde is a 
reminder that estimations contain stochastic uncertainty. 
It should be noted that the optimum identified by a gradient-based 
method is only guaranteed to be the global minimum if the objective function is 
strictly convex, which is not always the case.  Nevertheless, finding a strong 
local minimum will often suffice for practical design purposes.  A discussion of 
the convexity of the three test cases examined is presented in the following 
sections. 
5.1.1 UNCERTAINTIES IN GRADIENT APPROXIMATION 
Each gradient approximation is subject to two sources of uncertainty.  The first 
of these is due to the compounded effect of the uncertainty present in each 
objective function estimation.  This compounded stochastic uncertainty can be 
estimated through the method of Kline and McClintock (1953), which states that 
for a function, R, dependent on n measured variables, 1 2( , ,..., )nR R X X X= , the 
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 (5.5) 
where εR is the compounded uncertainty and iXε  is the uncertainty of the i
th 
measured variable.  From Equation (5.3), then, a divided-difference gradient 
approximation in one dimension is subject to a stochastic uncertainty, denoted 













 is the compounded uncertainty in the divided difference term, 







+≈  (5.7) 
Here, 
1F
ε  and 
2F
ε  denote the uncertainty for the forward and backward 
components of the divided difference term, respectively.  Since hk is relatively 
small and each evaluation is performed using the same sample size, it is 
assumed that component uncertainties are equal, εF, and so Equation (5.7) is 







≈  (5.8) 





ε ε=  (5.9) 
From this relationship, it can be seen that is εst is inversely proportional to hk 
and directly proportional to εF, which from previous discussion we know 
decreases to zero as the sample size, N, approaches infinity.   
The second source of uncertainty is due to the fact that the divided-
difference gradient approximation is simply a Taylor-series expansion with 
truncated higher order terms.  Because in practice the exact gradient is 
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unknown, the magnitude of this Taylor Series uncertainty, denoted εTS, cannot 
be known, although for a deterministic function, it decreases to zero as the 
difference parameter hk approaches zero.  In this case, however, because the 
objective function is subject to uncertainty, excessively small values of hk can 
compromise accuracy of the gradient approximation, unless a sufficiently large 
sample size is used.  This is because a small hk is associated with a small value 
for  ( )kiF∆ Φ  in Equation (5.3) (the difference between the forward and backward 
objective function estimations), thus increasing sensitivity to stochastic 
uncertainties, εF. 
As the above discussion implies, the accuracy of a gradient approximation 
is highly dependent on an appropriate choice of parameters hk and N, to achieve 
a balance of the two interrelated sources of uncertainty.  To demonstrate this 
relationship, a series of Monte Carlo simulations are performed to estimate the 
view factor between two orthogonal, infinite flat surfaces with a common edge, 
as shown in Figure 5.1 (a).  For this one-dimensional problem, the length of 
surface two, y, is varied by h and the gradient is estimated using the divided-
difference scheme.  Errors in the gradient approximations are quantified 
through comparison with results found from the known analytical solution and 





























where F1-2 denotes the view factor from surface one to surface two.  The resulting 
magnitudes of εTS, εst, and their combined error found by applying the Kline-
McClintock formula, εcombined, are shown in Figure 5.1 (b).  As can be seen, εTS and 
εst follow the expected trends with h, while εcombined reaches a minimum at about 
h = 0.12, increasing to either side.  This result demonstrates that an 
inappropriate value for h can result in a large combined uncertainty, which can 
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lead to an inaccurate gradient approximation.  In addition, it should be noted 
that this relationship is not constant throughout optimization, changing as the 
current design and sample size are modified.  The results shown here are for two 
surfaces each of unit length, with view factor estimations resulting from Monte 
Carlo evaluations consisting of 106 rays. 
  
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 5.1 - VIEW FACTOR EXAMPLE (a) GEOMETRY AND (b) ESTIMATION ERRORS 
5.1.2 KIEFER-WOLFOWITZ TECHNIQUE 
In order for a gradient-based optimization strategy to successfully locate an 
optimal design, each arbitrary iteration, k, must involve a step of appropriate 
size, αk, in an appropriate direction, Pk.  In this case, this implies that αk is 
defined in a way that will not prevent convergence, and that the difference 
parameter, hk, and sample size, N, are defined such that approximated gradients 
are of sufficient accuracy.  The technique proposed by Kiefer and Wolfowitz 
(1952) is the standard method for optimization of stochastic systems such as 
this, for which unbiased estimates are available for the objective function, but 
not the gradient (Pflug 1996).  This method performs steepest-descent updates 
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based on divided-difference gradient approximations, with step size and 
difference parameter specified by the power-law sequences 
 0 0,      k ka b
hh
k k
αα = =  (5.11) 
The values of a = 1 and b = 1/3 are the standard values recommended for the 
above denominator exponents (Pflug 1996).   
In this approach, the designer specifies initial values for step size and 
difference parameter, α0 and h0, usually chosen based on heuristics, and these 
values are decreased with each successive iteration.  Such a diminishing 
sequence is standard practice for control of step size, as it allows the first few 
design steps to cover substantial ground, and then slows progress as an optimum 
is neared to prevent it from being passed by.  A diminishing difference 
parameter, on the other hand, allows initial gradient approximations to be 
performed based on broader objective function curvature, with estimations 
increasingly localized as the optimum is approached.  Because decreasing the 
difference parameter in this way also increases the demand for objective 
function accuracy, often used alongside is an increasing sequence to control 
sample size, decreasing uncertainty with each successive iteration.  Such 
increasing sequences, referred to as means of “sampling control”, typically take 
the form of the logarithmic series (Daun et al. 2003b, Simha 2003) 
 logN A k B= +  (5.12) 
where A and B are heuristics chosen based on an initial sample size refinement 
study. 
As an initial demonstration, the Kiefer-Wolfowitz (KW) method as 
described above is applied to the optimization of test case one, with the objective 
function estimated using traditional Monte Carlo.  Diminishing sequences are 
used to control both step size and difference parameter, with the recommended 
power-law exponents and with initial values of α0 = 2 and h0 = 1/4, found to work 
well from extensive testing.  The above logarithmic series is used to control 
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sample size, with heuristics of A = 4000 and B = 4000, found to provide sufficient 
accuracy from trial-and-error.  Design updates are allowed to continue until the 
gradient magnitude (based on the L2-norm) is equal to zero, indicating that an 
optimal design has been reached.  Using these settings, the algorithm converges 
after four updates, following the design path shown in Figure 5.2, with initial 
and final designs corresponding to those shown in Figure 5.3 (a) and (b), 
respectively.  It should be noted that, for this particular problem, there is not a 
single distinct optimum: instead, there is a region of optimal designs that closely 
resemble a perfectly symmetrical parabola, with foci lying completely within the 
receiver circle and so achieving an objective function of F(Φ∗) = −1. 
 





FIGURE 5.3 - KW OPTIMIZATION OF TEST CASE 1: (a) ORIGINAL AND (b) OPTIMIZED DESIGN 
Although the KW technique has been successfully applied in the 
optimization of a number of stochastic systems, in practice its performance is 
highly dependent upon an appropriate choice of initial parameters and 
heuristics, which is not always straightforward.  In an attempt to develop a 
method that is both more computationally efficient and less-dependent on such 
heuristics, alternate means of step size and sample size control are examined 
and presented below. 
5.2 SAMPLE SIZE CONTROL 
The performance of the aforementioned gradient-based stochastic optimization 
method relies heavily on an appropriate choice of sample size.  If insufficient 
rays are used, objective function estimations and resulting gradient 
approximations will be inaccurate, leading to an increase in the number of 
required design updates or even preventing convergence entirely.  Using a larger 
sample size than is necessary, however, causes an unneeded increase in 
computational demand.  Indeed, some compromise must exist for which the 
sample size is just large enough to ensure design improvement, without 
resulting in “wasted” computation.  The logarithmic sample size sequence 
described above attempts to achieve this balance, but in reality exact 
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requirements will depend on the unique objective function behaviour and 
current difference parameter, and so cannot always be achieved through 
predetermined heuristics.  This section provides development of an alternative 
approach, in which the sample size is tailored to the local objective function at 
each iteration, through the use of an accuracy-based control condition. 
5.2.1 CONDITION-BASED APPROACH 
In order to minimize overall computation, an ideal optimization algorithm would 
continue to ray-trace only until a desired level of accuracy is reached, in order to 
be confident that a design update will indeed result in an improvement in 
performance.  The resulting sample size, then, would be just sufficient to ensure 
that the reduction in the objective function is “statistically-significant” at each 
iteration.  Such an approach can be emulated through careful monitoring and 
comparison of the magnitude of expected improvement and its associated 
uncertainty.  From a Taylor-series expansion of F(Φk),  
 ( ) ( ) ( )Tk kk k k kkF F Fα α+ ≈ + ∇PΦ Φ ΦP  (5.13) 
the expected improvement, denoted Uk, can be estimated as  
 ( ) ( ) ( )Tk k kk k kk kU F F Fα α= − + ≈ ∇P PΦ Φ Φ  (5.14) 
By substituting Pk as defined in Equation (5.2), this reduces to  
 ( )
( )
( ) ( )
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∑  (5.16) 
where  ( )i kF∆ Φ  is shortened to ΔFi for convenience. 
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This expected improvement is subject to an uncertainty, denoted εUk, due 
to the compounded effect of stochastic uncertainties in the divided-difference 













  ∂ =  ∂∆   
∑  (5.17) 
where the sensitivity of Uk to ΔFi can be found by differentiating Equation (5.16), 




















∆ ∑  (5.18) 
and the uncertainty in each ΔFi term, 
iF
ε∆ , is defined as in Equation (5.8).  


















   






















































∑  (5.19) 
In order to be confident in the statistical significance of the expected 
improvement, its magnitude should be much greater than that of its associated 
uncertainty.  This can be done by ensuring  
 
kk U
U K ε> ⋅  (5.20) 
where K is a scalar value chosen to control the degree of confidence.  
Substituting the relations for Uk and εUk from Equations (5.15) and (5.19) above 














which can be easily validated after each gradient approximation is performed.  
In application, the most appropriate value for K depends on the particular design 
problem being solved: a lower value leads to faster, less accurate design updates, 
which may suffice for a simple problem, but in some cases can prevent 
convergence.  For the problems dealt with throughout this thesis, a value of K = 5 
is found to result in consistent convergence, without leading to excessively large 
sample sizes. 
The sample size control condition can be used to ensure that each gradient 
approximation is performed with close to the minimum required sample size, 
thus minimizing the amount of excess computation, while helping to guarantee 
that progress will indeed be made.  The strategy is as follows: at each iteration 
the gradient is first approximated using a relatively small sample size, N; if the 
sample size control condition is not satisfied, the estimation is augmented by 
tracing another N rays, effectively doubling the sample size to 2 N; this is 
repeated until the condition is satisfied, at which point the optimization routine 
proceeds and a design update is performed.  In this way, the sample size is 
continuously adapted to current conditions of objective function curvature and 
difference parameter as the optimization routine proceeds toward the minimum.  
Appendix D provides an example of how such an estimation augmentation may 
be performed. 
To illustrate this sample size control strategy, it is applied to the 
optimization of test case one, with all other parameters identical to the trial 
performed in Section 5.1.2.  Using an initial sample size of two hundred and a 
value of K = 5, the design follows the path shown in Figure 5.4, very similar to 
that of the previous trial.  Although the two sample size control strategies result 
in similar design updates, the trial using the condition-based control requires 
significantly fewer rays to be traced than that based on the chosen logarithmic 
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sequence (67 000 compared to 195 760).  In addition, as can be seen in Table 5.1, 
the trend followed by the sample size based on the condition-based approach is 
actually contrary to that achieved by the increasing logarithmic sequence.  For 
the first two iterations, sample size is increased multiple times to 6400, while for 
the remainder only two hundred rays are required.  This is because, as can be 
seen from the objective function contour shown in Figure 5.4, the gradient 
magnitude is smaller in the region surrounding the initial design, causing the 
gradient approximation to be more sensitive to stochastic noise.  As the optimal 
design is approached, the gradient slope increases, allowing estimates with 
greater noise to be acceptable, until finally the optimum is identified and the 
gradient norm is found to be zero.   
 
FIGURE 5.4 - DESIGN PATH FOR TRIAL USING CONDITION-BASED SAMPLE SIZE CONTROL 
TABLE 5.1 - PARAMETER VALUES FOR ABOVE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 
k F(Φk) N Uk εUk Uk / εUk 
1 0.1947 6400 0.1711 0.03231 5.2962 
2 0.3994 6400 0.1469 0.02296 6.3986 
3 0.6800 200 0.4429 0.07486 5.9169 
4 0.9800 200 0.3145 0.02072 15.1772 




It is believed that, through the use of such a condition-based approach to 
sample size control, overall optimization is made less dependent upon choice of 
initial heuristics.  Instead of having to perform an initial error study in order to 
gain insight into an appropriate range of sample sizes, optimization can instead 
be performed without worry using some arbitrarily small initial sample size.  At 
the same time, performance is made less-dependent upon appropriate choice of 
initial difference parameter, since this approach continuously ensures that the 
sample size is sufficient given the current difference parameter and objective 
function characteristics.  Throughout the remainder of this thesis, all 
optimization attempts employ this approach to sample size control. 
5.3 STEP SIZE CONTROL 
The performance of a gradient-based optimization scheme is highly dependent 
on performing design updates of appropriate step size.  Although a diminishing 
step size sequence is the standard choice for optimization of stochastic systems, 
other strategies exist which can achieve more reliable results while being less-
dependent upon designer-specified heuristics.  This section discusses the merits 
of strategies based on a diminishing sequence and an approximate line search, 
and compares results for optimization of test case one. 
5.3.1 DIMINISHING SEQUENCE 
One way in which convergence to an optimum may be ensured is by defining 
step size through a predetermined sequence which satisfies the standard 
conditions (Simha 2003)  
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> → = ∞∑  (5.22) 
which require the step size to decrease with each iteration, without ever 
reaching zero and thereby halting progress.  The diminishing sequence used in 
the Kiefer-Wolfowitz algorithm is an example of such a strategy.  Although such 
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approaches have good theoretical convergence characteristics, in practice 
convergence tends to be slower than most alternatives (Bertsekas 1999).  
Furthermore, performance is highly dependent on the chosen initial step size, α0.  
Although in theory a decreasing but non-vanishing step size should always allow 
the algorithm to arrive at an optimum after a sufficient number of iterations, in 
practice it may take unreasonable computational effort to do so.  In cases for 
which α0 is too small, for example, the step size can quickly diminish and 
prevent sufficient progress from being made.  Figure 5.5 shows the design path 
of an optimization attempt with the same settings as for the trial performed in 
Section 5.1.2, but with a smaller initial step size of one.  In this case, although 
the design eventually reaches the optimum, 21 updates are required, compared 
only four updates for α0 = 2.  Choosing too large an initial step size, on the other 
hand, can cause the design to repeatedly pass over the optimum before finally 
converging, resulting in wasted CPU effort. 
 
FIGURE 5.5 - DESIGN PATH FOR K-W OPTIMIZATION WITH SMALL α0 
For the simple case presented above, an appropriate choice for initial 
design and initial step size is obvious.  For practical problems with an unknown 
solution and higher problem dimensionality, however, this is not the case, and it 
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may be only after substantial trial and error that a suitable initial step size is 
found.   
5.3.2 APPROXIMATE LINE SEARCH 
An alternative to defining step size through a predetermined series is to perform 
a line search along each step direction, finding the step size which minimizes 
F(Φk + αk Pk), to within some specified tolerance.  In this way, the step size 
continuously adapts to the current local objective function, and so does not 
require any designer-specified heuristics.  Although an exact line search is ideal, 
it is not possible for a non-deterministic problem such as this; instead, the 
optimal step size is commonly approximated through a polynomial curve-fit to a 
number of test points.  Because higher-order function information is unavailable 
in this case, a quadratic line search (QLS) is employed. 
The first step of a quadratic line search is to identify a set of points, a, b, 
and c, that form a three-point pattern around the minimum along the step 
direction such that  
     and    ( ) ( ) ( )a b c g a g b g c< < > <  (5.23) 
where g(a) is the value of the objective function after a step of a in the step 
direction, Pk.  Simple search algorithms exist for efficiently identifying a three-
point-pattern, such as that presented in Belegundu and Chandrupatla (1999) 
and outlined in Appendix B.  This search works by consecutively evaluating 
points at distances of ∆, γ∆, γ2∆, ... from the current design until such a pattern is 
found.  In this strategy, ∆ is referred to as the initial search step, and γ as the 
expansion parameter.  In order to ensure that these evaluations are sufficiently 
accurate, unless otherwise stated, in this thesis the initial search step, ∆, is set 
equal to the current difference parameter, hk, since the sample size has already 
been increased as necessary for a step of this size. 
Once a three-point pattern is found, the minimizing step size α* is 
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 (5.24) 
To illustrate this, design optimization is again performed on the problem dealt 
with in Section 5.1.2, with step size determined through a quadratic line search, 
and all other settings identical.  Three-point-pattern search parameters of ∆ = 0.5 
and γ = 1.5 are used.  Figure 5.6 (a) shows a plot of the line search performed for 
the initial design step, along the identified direction of steepest descent.  The 
five blue circles indicate test points examined, with the rightmost three 
identified as a three-point pattern.  The solid blue line shows the resulting 
interpolated quadratic function, while the dashed black line indicates the actual 
objective function, as estimated using a fine mesh of Monte Carlo evaluations 
with a large sample size.  As can be seen, the optimal step size is estimated to be 
about 2.52 units, quite close to the actual optimum of about 3.4.  As can be seen 
from the resulting overall design path as shown in Figure 5.6 (b), in this case 
only two design updates are required to reach an optimal design. 
  
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 5.6 - QLS OPTIMIZATION (a) INITIAL LINE SEARCH AND (b) DESIGN PATH 
5.3.3 STEP SIZE PERFORMANCE STUDY 
In order to compare the above step size control strategies, a number of 
optimization attempts using various combinations of initial parameters are 
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performed for test case one.  All simulations are based on Monte Carlo 
estimations with a sample size controlled using the condition-based sample size 
control strategy, with an initial sample size N = 20 000 and accuracy scalar K = 5, 
found to result in consistent convergence.  Three-point pattern searches are 
performed using the same sample size as deemed appropriate for gradient 
approximation, with an initial line search step size of ∆ = 1/2.  In all trials, the 
Kiefer-Wolfowitz recommended diminishing sequence for difference parameter is 
used, with h0 = 1/4.  Each CPU time provided is based on the performance of a 
1.83 GHz dual core laptop PC (only using one core) with 2.49 GB of RAM.  
Finally, each optimization attempt is allowed a maximum of 300 seconds to 
arrive at the optimum, after which point it is taken to be a failure and hence 
terminated. 
Table 5.2 shows the elapsed CPU time and number of design updates for 
each attempt, based on the average of five repeated trials.  As can be seen, trials 
employing QLS tend to converge in fewer design iterations than those using the 
diminishing step size approach.  Due to the additional computation required for 
each line search, however, little to no improvement is seen in total 
computational time to convergence, with comparable results seen for the both 
strategies.  There is no clear choice that consistently achieves superior 
performance, with results dependent on the initial design and strategy-specific 
settings.  It can be seen, however, that for the settings tested, results for QLS 
have a significantly lower standard deviation than those for diminishing step 
size, indicating that the success of QLS is less-dependent on these designer-
specified settings.  This is further confirmed through observation of the number 
of “failures” experienced: the algorithm failed to reach the optimum within 300 
seconds seven out of the ninety trials using the diminishing sequence approach, 
but not once when using the quadratic line search method.  Although both 
schemes should, given reasonable parameter choices, converge successfully, the 
quadratic approach is seen to be more reliable.  Based on these results, the 
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quadratic line search scheme is used exclusively throughout the remainder of 
this thesis.   
TABLE 5.2 - RESULTS OF STEP SIZE STUDY 
Φ0 
Quadratic Line Search Diminishing Step Size 






1 36.29 3 1 54.52 12.8 
1.25 34.47 3 1.5 22.69 5 
1.5 34.96 3.8 2 14.44 3.2 
2 37.96 4.2 2.5 12.45 2.6 
2.5 29.94 3.2 3 22.68 5 
3 34.38 4 4 108.80 8.8 
average 34.67 3.53  39.26 6.23 
standard 







1 141.88 3.4 1 242.62 14.4 
1.25 78.80 3.8 1.5 108.22 10.8 
1.5 49.29 2.2 2 210.50 6.6 
2 46.29 3 2.5 68.94 7 
2.5 128.10 4.4 3 122.19 9.8 
3 104.94 3 4 97.00 8.4 
average 91.55 3.30  141.58 9.50 
standard 






1 65.79 4.8 1 179.81 18.8 
1.25 95.63 3.8 1.5 34.63 5.6 
1.5 93.97 2.6 2 41.01 5.6 
2 61.42 3.8 2.5 39.14 5.2 
2.5 76.57 4.4 3 77.99 6.2 
3 44.63 4 4 51.74 5.8 
average 73.00 3.90  70.72 7.87 
standard 
deviation 19.78 0.7457  55.67 5.366 
5.4 TERMINATION CRITERIA 
In order to minimize computational effort, it is important to ensure that an 
optimization algorithm is terminated once an optimal design has been reached.  
A number of termination criterion may be used to help identify when this has 
occurred, some better suited to a particular type of design problem.  For the 
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problems dealt with in this thesis, no single approach is found to work perfectly, 
so all three of the below criteria are applied in parallel.   
5.4.1 GRADIENT-BASED TERMINATION  
One method of termination typically used for a gradient-based algorithm is 
simply to continue until the local objective function gradient has a magnitude of 
zero, indicating that an optimum has been reached.  For most practical 
problems, an optimal region is infinitely small and cannot be identified exactly, 
so termination is based on locating a design with a sufficiently small gradient 
norm, based on a threshold value such as ‘terminate if ‖∇F(Φk)‖ < 0.001’.  Such a 
gradient-based approach is ideal in theory, as it causes updates to cease as soon 
as an optimal design has been reached, preventing additional unnecessary 
computational effort.  For optimization in stochastic systems, however, 
uncertainty in objective function estimations can often cause very small gradient 
norms to be overestimated, rendering this method ineffective unless a relatively 
large sample size is used.  Through the use of one of the aforementioned sample 
size control strategies, such problems may be avoided.  The condition-based 
approach, in particular, has been found to greatly improve the success of such 
termination, as it causes the sample size to increase greatly in regions of low 
gradient magnitude.  This criterion is used throughout this thesis, with a 
threshold value chosen to suit the particular design problem. 
5.4.2 SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
In some cases, although noise may prohibit an algorithm from identifying an 
optimum based on gradient magnitude, it can be assumed that an optimal 
design has been found once design updates no longer achieve significant 
improvement in the objective function.  Such a conclusion can be reached 
through application of a technique employed in a commercial evolutionary 
algorithm package, and described in Law and Kelton (2000).  This technique 
compares the current performance to that of the last few iterations, based on the 
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two designer-specified variables: GNI, the number of generations (analogous to 
design iterations) allowed without significant improvement, and; PI, the 
percentage improvement regarded as being significant.  Termination occurs at 
iteration k, based on the current objective function, F(k), if the following 
condition holds true:  
 
( ) ( )
( ) 100






For example, say GNI = 5, and PI = 5, and say iterations k − 5 through k − 1 have 
occurred without termination.  Termination will occur at generation k if 
|F(k) − F(k − 5)| ∕ |F(k − 5)| ≤  0.05, indicating that less than a five percent 
improvement has been achieve over the last five design generations. 
Because, in this thesis, objective function evaluations are subject to 
stochastic uncertainty, care needs to be taken to ensure that the algorithm is 
terminated only once improvement has indeed stopped, and not when it has 
simply appeared to due to random fluctuation.  Instead of using a single design 
to determine performance, then, the average performance of a number of recent 
designs can be taken.  By representing “current” performance with the average 
of that of the last few iterations, and “previous” performance with the average of 
the few before that, improvement can be made less sensitive to fluctuations.  For 
the optimization attempts later performed in this thesis, the “current” average is 
based on the latest five designs, and the “previous” average is based on the ten 
designs before that.  Once enough iterations have been performed to define these 
averages, termination occurs if performance has not improved by at least 0.5 
percent, unless otherwise stated.  
5.4.3 ALLOTTED EFFORT 
For design problems for which no other termination criteria are found to be 
successful, a designer will often simply terminate optimization once an allotted 
amount of computational time or number of design iterations has been exceeded.  
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At this point, the hope is that enough updates have been performed to result in a 
satisfactory design.  This approach is obviously a last resort, as it offers no 
indication that a true optimal design has been reached, and may also result in a 
great deal of wasted computation if an optimal design is found much before 
termination.  Throughout this thesis, each attempt at design optimization is 
allowed a maximum of thirty minutes.  The chosen maximum number of allowed 
iterations depends on the particular problem. 
5.5 RECAP OF OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 
Before the results of the design optimization procedure are discussed, a brief 
summary of the final algorithm is presented.  Before the algorithm is started, of 
course, appropriate settings are chosen for the parameters of initial design, Φ0, 
initial difference parameter, h0, and initial sample size, N.  This is discussed in 
greater detail in the following sections.  At this point, optimization can begin, 
following these steps: 
1. A divided-difference gradient approximation is performed based on the 
initial sample size, N, and the resulting estimation uncertainty is 
calculated. 
a. If the sample size control condition (with scalar K = 5) is not 
satisfied, the sample size is repeatedly doubled until it is. 
2. If the current iteration, k, is greater than one, the termination criteria are 
then checked: 
a. Calculate the gradient norm, ‖∇F(Φk)‖, from the divided difference 
results.  If it is less than the specified threshold value, go to step 6. 
b. Calculate the percentage improvement, if enough iterations have 
occurred to define the necessary moving averages.  If the 
improvement is less than the value specified, go to step 6. 
c. Check the total number of design updates and the total elapsed 
CPU time.  If either exceed its specified maximum, go to step 6. 
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3. A three-point-pattern search is then performed along the identified 
steepest descent direction, Pk.  An expansion parameter, γ, of 1.5 is used, 
and as previously discussed, the initial search step, ∆, is set equal to the 
current difference parameter, hk. 
4. A quadratic interpolation is then performed on the identified three-point-
pattern, in order to identify an appropriate step size, αk. 
5. A design update is then performed, in which the design takes a step of αk 
in the direction Pk.  Return to step 1. 
6. Design updates have been terminated.  The optimal design is taken to be 
that which has the lowest value of F(Φk) (i.e. the best performance) of the 
designs identified. 
5.6 PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHM FOR TEST CASES 
In order to demonstrate the above-developed design optimization methodology, 
the final algorithm is applied to the three test cases introduced previously.  The 
goal of this study is twofold: to evaluate the performance and reliability of the 
overall optimization methodology, and; to determine the degree of improvement 
achieved through application of randomized quasi-Monte Carlo estimation over 
traditional Monte Carlo.  Because each test case introduces a unique element of 
design complexity, for each a discussion is provided of any required changes to 
the parameter settings.  The results of various optimization trials are then 
presented, based on objective function estimations performed using both MC and 
RQMC.  For test cases two and three, trials are performed for both ideal and 
“realistic” optical properties, and the resulting differences are discussed.  In 
order to gain insight into overall performance trends, each set of results 
presented is based on the average outcome of ten repeated trials.  All 
computations are performed using the MATLAB functions included in Appendix 
E, on a 1.83 GHz dual core laptop PC (using only one core). 
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5.6.1 TEST CASE ONE 
A series of trials are performed for the design problem of test case one, from 
three different initial designs: Φ0 = {[8, −3]T, [12, 4]T, [11, −4]T}.  The threshold 
for termination based on gradient magnitude is set to 0.0001, an initial sample 
size of N = 256 is used, and the initial difference parameter is set to h0 = 0.5.  
Average results of the trials are provided in Table 5.3.  As can be seen, in every 
case the algorithm successfully converges to the ideal optimal design, similar to 
that shown in Figure 5.3(b), and corresponding to an objective function value of 
F(Φ*) = −1.  In every trial, termination occurs due to a small gradient magnitude, 
since once the design reaches a point at a distance of about hk from the edge of 
the optimal region, the gradient norm is found to be exactly zero. 
For this relatively simple design problem, the optimization algorithm 
proves highly successful, consistently reaching the expected optimal solution.  
This is because, as can be seen from the objective function contours as shown in 
Figure 5.7, the objective function associated with this problem has a single 
optimal region and is convex in the surrounding design space.  As such, the 
gradient-based approach used easily converges on the optimum, although time 
to convergence depends on the initial design used and their proximity to the 
optimal solution.  Trials starting from the second initial design, in particular, 
take over twice as long as other trials, due to local curvature of the objective 
function gradient.  As illustrated by Figure 5.7, the second initial design starts 
on one side of a slight “valley” in the objective function contour, causing the first 
few steepest-descent updates to “zig-zag” toward the optimum.  In addition to 
resulting in more design updates, this design path spends the first few iterations 
in a region with low gradient magnitude, resulting in larger required sample 
sizes (as discussed previously). 
From the results in Table 5.3, it can be seen that there is no appreciable 
difference in optimal performance or average number of design updates for MC- 
and RQMC-based trials.  This is evidence that both approaches result in a 
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similar design path, which makes sense since the sample-size control should 
ensure about the same level of accuracy throughout optimization.  As expected, 
however, RQMC-based trials converge significantly faster than those using 
traditional MC, with an average improvement of a factor of about 4.1, while 
requiring about 4.9 times fewer rays.  The difference between these two factors 
can be explained by the 20% increase in required CPU time per ray for RQMC 
over MC, likely due to the generation and subsequent randomization (and 
storage in memory) of the required quasi-random sequence.  Although this 
suggests that slightly more time is required for handling the quasi-random 
sequences than for the comparable generation of pseudo-random numbers, the 
increase is negligible when compared to the overall savings due to reduced 
required number of rays. 
Although there is a significant reduction in time to convergence is 
achieved through the use of RQMC over MC, it is appreciably less than the 
orders of magnitude reduction in sample size based on the error trend analysis 
performed in Chapter 4.  One reason for this is that, in general, the sample sizes 
required during optimization are generally smaller than those used to predict 
the order-of-magnitude levels of improvement (improvement becomes more 
significant as sample sizes increase).  Furthermore, since the condition-based 
approach used only makes attempts at discrete sample sizes (in this case 256, 
512, 1024, etc…) in reality it does not use the true minimum allowable sample 




FIGURE 5.7 - DESIGN PATH FROM INITIAL DESIGN Φ0 = [12, 4]T 



















MC -1 8.4453 4.6 6.9171 1.2209 







MC -1 50.233 4.9 37.775 1.3298 






MC -1 23.059 4.8 17.692 1.3020 
RQMC -1 6.0078 4.4 3.8890 1.5450 
average 
MC -1 27.24577 4.8 20.795 1.2842 
RQMC -1 6.617167 4.6 4.2489 1.5580 
5.6.2 TEST CASE TWO 
Based on a number of optimization attempts for the design problem of test case 
two, certain modifications to the previously used settings are found beneficial.  
First of all, the design space for this problem is found to much less regular than 
for the previous case, containing a number of local optima (this is discussed in 
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greater detail below).  In order to prevent rapid convergence on some of the less 
significant optima, then, the initial difference parameter is increased to h0 = 1, 
causing the algorithm to begin the search with a more broad view of the 
objective function.  Secondly, because, unlike in the previous case, this problem 
does not have a finite region of “perfect” performance, the gradient magnitude 
never reaches a value of exactly zero.  In order to improve termination, then, the 
threshold for gradient magnitude is increased to 0.01, found to be a reasonable 
value from initial trials.   
With these modifications, design optimization is performed a number of 
times from the initial designs given by Φ0 = {[8, 3, 6]T, [7, 3, 8]T, [7, 2, 10]T}, 
corresponding to the geometries in Figure 5.8 (a), (c), and (e), respectively.  Of 
the trials performed, about half terminated based on a low gradient magnitude, 
while the rest terminated once significant improvement was no longer being 
made.  Overall average results of these trials are provided in Table 5.4.   
For this problem, it is found that the identified optimal design depends 
highly on the initial design used.  Figure 5.8 (b), (d), and (f) show three possible 
optimal designs which result from initial design(s) as indicated by the arrows, 
when perfect optics are assumed.  As can be seen, trials starting from both the 
first and second initial designs converge to a geometry that approximates an 
ideal parabolic concentrator, for which a performance of about F(Φ*) = −0.505 is 
achieved.  Although both instances consistently result in this approximate 
design, those starting from the second initial design tend to achieve slightly 
better performance.  This is likely due to the close proximity of the second initial 
design to this optimum, allowing the majority of design effort to be dedicated to 
final “fine tuning”.  Trials starting from the third initial design, which as can be 
seen is quite different from the other two, tend to converge to one of two possible 
optimal designs: the first, which achieves a performance nearly identical to that 
of the expected optimum; and the second, which has a much poorer performance 
of about F(Φ*) = −0.334.  Although this second design exhibits inferior 
performance, it is identified as optimal because the three control points are 
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located in the “shadow” of the receiver, causing design updates to have little 
effect on overall performance and so resulting in a small gradient magnitude.  
Due to occasional convergence to this second local minima, the attempts starting 
from this design achieve an inferior average performance of about 
F(Φ*) = −0.4471. 
When accounting for “realistic” optical properties, there is no noticeable 
difference in the geometries of the optimal designs identified.  As for the case of 
ideal optics, attempts starting from the first and second design converge to the 
expected parabola-like geometry, while those from the third initial design 
converge to one of the two nearby optima.  As for the ideal case, average 
performance is significantly worse for attempts starting from the third initial 
design, as expected, while those starting from the second slightly outperform the 
first.  Due to the effects of non-perfect reflection and absorption, the best design 
in this case exhibits a performance of about F(Φ*) = −0.44, about 10% worse than 
that based on ideal optics.  Such a reduction is reasonable, given a concentrating 
surface reflectivity of 0.92 and the receiver surface directional absorptivity as 
shown in Appendix C, averaging about 0.84. 
As evidenced by the multiple optimal designs identified, the design space 
of this problem is not convex.  As expected for a gradient-based scheme, then, the 
optimization algorithm tends to converge on the first significant optimum 
encountered, usually that which is closest to the initial design.  Identifying the 
“correct” optimum, then, depends on its proximity to the chosen initial guess.  In 
the case of this particular design problem, it is easy to start with such an initial 
guess, though for a more complex problem this may not be the case. 
As for the previous design problem, there is no obvious difference in 
optimal performance or required number of design updates between trials based 
on MC and RQMC, indicating that the overall design path is not strongly 
influenced by the choice of evaluation method.  The total CPU time and required 
number of rays, however, are significantly reduced through the use of RQMC 
when compared to traditional MC.  For trials assuming perfect optics, CPU time 
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and total number of rays are decreased by factors of about 10.5 and 6.35, 
respectively.  The discrepancy between these two factors is due to a significantly 
larger required CPU time per ray for MC than for RQMC, a discrepancy for 
which, at this point, no explanation is offered.  For trials based on realistic 
optical properties, savings due to RQMC are less significant, with CPU time and 
total number of rays decreased by factors of about 2.55 and 2.67, respectively.  
Such a difference between degrees of improvement for ideal and realistic cases 
makes sense, since, as found in Chapter 4, RQMC offers a much more 
substantial improvement in convergence rate for cases assuming perfect optics.   
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TABLE 5.4 - OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR TEST CASE 2 





















MC -0.4973 131.58 21.7 8.5053 15.471 









MC -0.5024 267.30 20 17.828 14.993 









MC -0.4379 86.189 11.4 4.8233 17.869 
RQMC -0.4562 12.720 16.4 1.1745 10.830 
average 
MC -0.4792 161.69 17.7 10.386 16.111 










MC -0.4012 66.322 15.2 7.5274 8.8107 









MC -0.4381 94.780 21.5 11.007 8.6105 









MC -0.3888 60.367 14.9 6.3091 9.5682 
RQMC -0.3396 11.211 10.9 1.0184 11.009 
average 
MC -0.4094 73.823 17.2 8.2812 8.9965 

















FIGURE 5.8 - TEST CASE 2: (a), (c), (e) INITIAL AND; (b), (d), (f) RESULTING OPTIMAL DESIGNS (ARROWS 
INDICATE TYPICAL RESULT) 
F(Φ0) = −0.10 F(Φ*) = −0.505 
F(Φ0) = −0.40 F(Φ*) = −0.504 
F(Φ0) = −0.30 F(Φ*) = −0.334 
Initial Designs Optimal Designs 
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5.6.3 TEST CASE THREE 
For the design problem of test case three, a series of optimization attempts are 
performed from an initial design of Φ0 = [-5, -5, 0, -7, 5, -5]T, corresponding to the 
semi-circular geometry as shown in Figure 5.9 (a).  Upon initial testing, it is 
found that the design performance progresses quite slowly, requiring a relatively 
large number of iterations in order arrive at an optimal performance.  In order to 
prevent premature termination, then, the percentage improvement required to 
be considered significant is decreased from 0.5% to 0.1%.  All other settings as 
used for test case two are found to work well, namely K = 5, initial sample size 
N = 256, h0 = 1, and a gradient magnitude termination threshold of 0.01.  Average 
results of the performed trials are provided in Table 5.5. 
All of the resulting optimization attempts follow a design path very 
similar to that as described by Figure 5.9 (a) through (d), gradually approaching 
a design similar to the asymmetrical CPC of Adsten et al. (2005).  As can be seen 
from Figure 5.9 (e) and (f), significant design improvement is achieved in the 
first ten or so iterations, over which a number of larger design steps of over two 
or three units are performed.  After this point, however, a large number of very 
small design updates occur, resulting in a very gradual improvement in 
performance.  Some of these small steps are taken in the negative descent 
direction, an occasional consequence of applying a quadratic line fit to the 
identified three-point pattern when the optimal step size is very close to zero.  
After many such small updates, termination eventually occurs due to a lack of 
significant improvement.   
The optimal performance achieved is found to be highly dependent on the 
number of updates that are performed before termination, in the ideal case 
ranging around F(Φ*) = −0.75 for trials that last 15 iterations, and up to 
F(Φ*) = −0.88 for those lasting into the thirties and forties.  On average, about 32 
design updates are performed before such termination, resulting in a 
performance of about F(Φ*) = −0.7885 for cases assuming perfect optics and 
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F(Φ*) = −0.6870 for those based on realistic optical properties.  There is no 
noticeable difference in geometry between optimal designs for either case. 
As with the previous test cases, the design path and resulting optimal 
performance are not affected by the particular method of estimation used.  Also 
as before, results show that optimization based on RQMC requires significantly 
less computation than for those based on traditional MC, with a greater degree 
of improvement seen for cases assuming perfect optics than for those based on 
realistic optical properties.  For trials assuming perfect optics, CPU time and 
total number of rays are decreased by factors of about 4.4 and 4.6, respectively, 
and for trials based on realistic optics, quantities are reduced by factors of about 
2.1 and 2.2. 
















[-4, -5, 0, -7, 4, -5]T 
MC -0.7939 694.11 27.3 8.4245 8.2393 
RQMC -0.7830 157.66 34.9 1.8437 8.5513 
Realistic Optical Properties 
[-4, -5, 0, -7, 4, -5]T 
MC -0.6873 1408.3 33.6 18.236 7.7224 








FIGURE 5.9 - EXAMPLE OPTIMIZATION PROGRESS FOR TEST CASE 3 
k = 1 ⟶ F(Φ0) = −0.425 k =4 ⟶ F(Φk) = −0.7015 








Based only on the above set of optimization trials, the overall convexity of 
the problem cannot be known.  Due to the large number of very small design 
steps that occur before eventual termination, it is suspected that some sort of 
“valley” is present in the objective function contour, which greatly impedes 
design progress.  In an attempt to determine whether or not other optimal 
designs are present in the design space, a number of additional trials are 
performed from various different initial designs.  In most cases, a design similar 
to the above is identified.  In one attempt, however, starting from initial design 
Φ0 = [-7, -5, 0, -5, 7, -5]T, a “true” optimal design is identified, with an associated 
performance of F(Φ*) = −1.  Figure 5.10 shows the initial and optimal design for 
this case.  Because this design was not identified by trials from the previous 
initial design, it is likely that this design problem has multiple regions of local 









Chapter 6  
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
6.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The developed solar concentrating collector geometric optimization methodology, 
when applied to the three introduced test problems, performs with mixed 
results.  In each case, an optimal design is successfully identified, though as 
additional difficulties are introduced, performance becomes less reliable.  For the 
simple problem of test case one, for which the objective function is strictly 
convex, the algorithm performs very well, consistently reaching the known ideal 
solution.  For the problem of test case two, for which multiple optimal regions 
are present, performance is found to be dependent upon the quality of the initial 
guess, although the majority of optimal designs perform quite well.  For the 
problem of test case three, the majority of trials were unable to identify a “true” 
optimal design, although they did consistently result in a design with a 
performance far superior to that of its respective initial design.  In each of the 
cases, such a dependence of optimization performance on initial design 
highlights the importance of performing optimization from a variety of initial 
designs, either manually or through some kind of “re-start” algorithm.  For the 
problems examined, accounting for realistic optical properties versus perfect 
optics does not lead to a noticeable change in the geometry of identified optimal 
designs, though it does, of course, reduce overall performance. 
The use of randomized quasi-Monte Carlo evaluation can offer substantial 
reduction in the sample size required to achieve a given degree of estimation 
uncertainty, when compared to traditional Monte Carlo.  For objective function 
evaluations of cases which assume perfect optics, RQMC exhibits convergence 
rates of near unity, significantly higher than the rate of 1/2 shown by MC.  This 
leads to typical reductions of two or three orders of magnitude in required 
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sample size, with the degree of improvement increasing as uncertainty 
decreases.  For evaluations which simulate realistic optical properties, RQMC 
exhibits much less significant, albeit non-trivial, improvement, leading to typical 
sample size reductions of a factor of three or four.  Due to these reductions in 
required sample size, overall computational effort of optimization is significantly 
reduced through the use of RQMC over MC.  For design problems assuming 
perfect optics, computational time and required number of rays are typically 
decreased by factors in the range of four to six, while for problems based on 
realistic optical properties factors of around 2.5 are more likely. 
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
In light of the conclusions gained through this research, there are a number of 
aspects which warrant future work. 
Because, for the more complex of the problems examined, the objective 
function is generally not found to be well-behaved and strictly convex, it may be 
worthwhile investigating the application of optimization techniques more 
sophisticated than the steepest-descent scheme used.  While it was previously 
deemed impractical to apply higher-order gradient-based schemes to stochastic 
systems such as this, uncertainty reduction through the use of RQMC estimation 
may change this.  Alternatively, since RQMC can greatly reduce the sample 
sizes required for objective function estimation, the application of global 
optimization schemes may be more attractive, which are thought to perform 
better in such situations. 
In order to further demonstrate the utility of such a geometric 
optimization methodology, its application to problems of increased complexity 
would prove valuable.  Identification of an optimal non-tracking concentrating 
collector, for example, could be performed through the development of a 
cumulative distribution function to account for realistic seasonal or yearly 
meteorological data of solar intensity with respect to azimuth and zenith angle.  
In addition, the objective function could be modified to take into account the 
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uniformity of radiation over the receiver surface as well as the overall fraction of 
collected radiation, in order to achieve optimal performance for application in 
concentrating photovoltaics.  In CPV, uniformity is important, as variation in 
radiative intensity leads to performance degradation (Duffie and Beckman 
2006). 
Because, when performing quasi-Monte Carlo, stochastic sampling is still 
used to determine the outcome of non-ideal surface interactions, the degree of 
reduction in required sample size is less significant for problems based on 
realistic optical properties.  As such, it would be worthwhile to perform 
additional research into ways to utilize quasi-random sequences throughout 
Monte Carlo ray-tracing.  From recent discussion with Professor Lemieux (2010), 
it has been found that this is indeed possible for some systems.  The benefit to 
this particular application remains to be determined, however, since in cases 
involving highly-specular surfaces most reflection events are deterministic.  
Problems involving a high-degree of diffuse reflection or a scattering medium 
would likely benefit greatly from this technique, however,  due to large amount 
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TYPES OF CONCENTRATING COLLECTORS 
A.1 PARABOLIC CONCENTRATORS 
A 3D (or 2D) concentrator of perfect parabolic geometry is capable of focusing 
collimated incoming radiation onto to a single point (or line).  Because incident 
solar beam radiation actually forms a cone of angular width 0.53°, however, a 
parabolic concentrator can at best focus the entire solar image onto a receiver of 
finite area.  For this reason, ideal 3D and 2D parabolic concentrators with 
planar absorbers, for example, can achieve maximum concentration ratios of 
only 1 / (4 sin2 θ) and 1 / (2 sin θ), respectively; factors of four and two less than the 
previously discussed theoretical maximums (Winston et al. 2005).   
Parabolic trough (2D) concentrators have been built with typical 
concentration ratios of 8 – 80, able to achieve temperatures of 260 – 400 °C 
(Lovegrove and Luzzi 2001).  Large commercial scale solar thermal power plants 
utilize parabolic troughs with evacuated tube absorbers, such as the one shown 
in Figure A.1, and collect heat for conventional steam turbine electricity 
generation.  Located in California’s Mojave Desert, Solar Energy Generating 
Systems (SEGS) parabolic trough plant is the largest solar power generating 
facility in the world with a total electrical generating capacity of 354 MW 
(Lovegrove and Luzzi 2001).  Such systems are well-suited to produce heat for 
industrial processes or to supplement coal or natural gas in conventional power 
plants.  Parabolic trough concentrators have also been built for concentrating 
photovoltaics, generally focusing on a rectangular array of cells and requiring 
some form of active cooling, often lending themselves well to combined PV/T 
collection.  Such linear concentrators require single-axis tracking, and can be 
oriented either along an east-west axis, adjusting their solar altitude as needed 
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throughout the day, or along a north-south axis, tracking the sun across the sky 
daily. 
Parabolic dish (3D) concentrators have been built with typical 
concentration ratios of 800 – 8000, able to reach temperatures of 500 –1200 °C 
(Lovegrove and Luzzi 2001).  CPV systems using these concentrators have been 
built, such as the one shown in Figure A.2, usually making use of high-
performance multijunction solar cells to take advantage of the high solar flux.  
At these high concentration ratios, high-capacity heat sinks are required to 
prevent thermal destruction and maintain performance.  Parabolic dish solar 
thermal power plants have also been built, generating electricity via a heat 
engine, often a Stirling engine, located at the focal point, or by transporting 
collected heat to a larger central heat engine, often a Rankine engine.  In 
general, parabolic dish concentrators require accurate two-axis solar tracking. 
 




FIGURE A.2 - PARABOLIC DISH CPV COLLECTOR (DESERTEC-UK 2009) 
A.2 FRESNEL-TYPE CONCENTRATORS 
One serious drawback of parabolic concentrators is that it is generally quite 
difficult and thus expensive to manufacture large curved reflecting surfaces and 
their required supporting structure.  One way to help overcome these difficulties 
is to split the reflector into a series of smaller sections that are arranged to 
approximate a parabola.  Such Fresnel-type collectors have been demonstrated 
in both 2D and 3D, and can generally achieve performance that approaches that 
of their parabolic counterparts, but for a fraction of the cost.  In these collectors, 
each reflecting surface must have its own solar tracking mechanism in order to 
maintain concentration onto a fixed central receiver.   
Linear Fresnel collectors, such as that shown in Figure A.3, use a series of 
long and flat parallel rectangular strips to concentrate sunlight onto a linear 
receiver.  Simple flat reflecting surfaces further reduce cost of manufacture.  
Furthermore, each reflecting surface can be mounted close to the ground and 
beside its neighbors, which results in lower wind loads and thus lighter and 
cheaper supporting structure.  Another advantage of linear Fresnel systems is 
that because each mirror is adjusted independently, there is more control over 
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radiative flux distribution, which aids greatly in high concentration PV 
applications.   
A common form of 3D Fresnel concentrators, large-scale central receiver, 
or “power tower”, plants, such as that shown in Figure A.4, are capable of 
collecting thermal energy in the megawatt range, generally with concentration 
ratios of 600 – 1000 and at temperatures of 500 – 800 °C (Lovegrove and Luzzi 
2001).  Such systems use a large field of fully-tracking flat or slightly-curved 
mirrors known as heliostats to concentrate beam radiation onto a receiver at the 
top of a central tower.  Concentrated radiation is either used to directly heat a 
flow of steam or gas, or to heat a molten salt or metal to a higher temperature to 
allow some degree of energy storage, both with the end goal of electricity 
generation via a conventional heat engine. 
 




FIGURE A.4 - CALIFORNIA'S SOLAR TWO (DESERTEC-UK 2009) 
A.3  NON-IMAGING CONCENTRATORS 
As previously discussed, parabolic concentrators can create a perfect image of 
the sun on the receiver, but are not capable of achieving the maximum 
theoretical concentration limit.  For the purpose of solar energy collection, the 
goal is to simply redirect incoming radiation onto a given receiver, and a perfect 
image is thus not necessary.  In fact, by removing this requirement, 
concentrators can be designed which can actually attain, or closely approach, the 
sine law limit to concentration.  So-called non-imaging concentrators are 
designed with the goal of redirecting to the receiver all solar radiation entering 
the aperture within some range of incidence angle.  Custom designs can thus be 
created to meet specific needs, such as a wide acceptance angle to reduce the 
requirement for tracking, or a particular geometry to achieve a desired radiative 
flux distribution over the absorber surface.  In general, collectors with smaller 
acceptance angles have a greater concentration ratio, but require more frequent 
and precise solar tracking. 
Two- or three-dimensional compound parabolic concentrators (CPCs) are a 
common form of non-imaging reflecting surface, with cross-sectional geometry 
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made up of two parabolas with axes of symmetry tilted toward one another.  
Linear CPCs are often used in residential solar hot water collectors, for example, 
reflecting both incoming beam and diffuse radiation within a wide acceptance 
angle onto a cylindrical receiver, as shown in Figure .  Numerous other 
truncated or asymmetrical non-imaging concentrator geometries exist, some of 
which are modifications of the traditional CPC while others are entirely unique.  
Details on how these geometries can be designed are the focus of this thesis. 
 





THREE-POINT PATTERN SEARCH ALGORITHM 
The algorithm employed in this thesis for identifying a three-point pattern is as 
provided in pages 28-29 of Belegundu and Chandrupatla (1999), and is as 
follows: from a choice of initial step size, x1, initial objective function, g1, initial 
search step, ∆, and expansion parameter, γ >=1, perform the following: 
1. Set x2 = x1 + ∆ 
2. Evaluate g1 and g2 
3. If g2 <= g1, go to step 5 
4. Interchange g1 and g2, x1 and x2, and set ∆ = - ∆ 
5. Set ∆ = γ∆, x3 = x2 + ∆, and evaluate f3 at x3 
6. If g3 > g2, go to step 8 
7. Rename g2 as g1, g3 as g2, x2 as x1, x3 as x2; then go to step 5 
8. Points 1, 2, and 3 satisfy g1 >= g2 < g3  (three-point pattern) 
Throughout this thesis, each search is begun at the current design, 





DIRECTIONAL ABSORPTIVITY OF RECEIVER 
SURFACE  
For the test cases performed in this thesis assuming “realistic” optical 
properties, the receiver surface is given the directional absorptivity as measured 
by Tesfamichael and Wäckelgård (1999) for a sputtered Ni-NiOx coating (shown 
in Figure C.1).  This data is based on a normalized absorptance of αn = 0.96.  In 
order to apply the above curve in the ray-tracing code, a curve-fit is performed 
using the online tool found at www.zunzun.com, based on the eight experimental 




























FIGURE C.1 - NORMALIZED ANGULAR ABSORPTANCE OF SPUTTERED NI-NIOX COATING 




REFINING ESTIMATIONS BY INCREASING SAMPLE 
SIZE 
When the sample size control condition calls for the total sample size to be 
increased from N to 2N, instead of throwing out the initial result and performing 
the estimation again from scratch, it is better use of computational effort to 
update the estimation by combining the result of the initial N rays with that of 
an additional N rays.  In doing this, however, care needs to be taken to ensure 
that the validity of objective function evaluations and corresponding uncertainty 
estimations is not compromised. 
The strategy used throughout this thesis relies on the fact that the mean 
of a set of numbers can be calculated as the mean of two sub-means, as long as 
both sub-means are based on the sets of equal size.  The mean value, µ, of a set 
of numbers, {x1, x2, …, xn-1, xn}, for example, can be calculated as the mean of the 
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Note that this is valid only for sets that can be divided into two equal-sized sub-
sets (i.e. the set contain an even number of entries). 
Because an objective function evaluation through Monte Carlo (or quasi-
Monte Carlo) as performed throughout this thesis is simply the mean result of 
the outcome f(xi) based on N rays, refining a previous result by combining with 
another the outcome of another N rays is straightforward.  A refined estimation 
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Fcombined, based on a sample size of 2N, then, is simply the mean of the two 
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An updated uncertainty estimation is similarly achieved.  Recall that 
Monte Carlo uncertainty is estimated as follows, based on the standard 
deviation of M independent sub-trials of length N/M 
M
σε ≈  
where the standard deviation is calculated based on the mean of each sub-trial, 













− ∑  
In order to update the estimated uncertainty to reflect the new combined Monte 
Carlo (or quasi-Monte Carlo) estimation, then, the standard deviation can 
simply be re-calculated using values for Fi and Ftotal which have been updated to 
account for the new results, using the above “mean of the sub-mean” strategy.  
Note that, by using this strategy, the sample size is effectively doubled, while 





SAMPLE MATLAB CODE  
Included here are samples of the MATLAB code created for this thesis work.  
The first sample included is for evaluations of test case one, using randomized 
quasi-Monte Carlo.  The code for traditional Monte Carlo estimation is identical, 
except for where an initial ray position is sampled from the shifted quasi-
random sequence ‘ps’, it is instead sampled using the built-in pseudorandom 
number generator function ‘rand’.  The second sample included is for performing 
design optimization, using the final methodology as presented in the thesis. 
In the interest of saving paper, the remaining functions are not included, 
and have been made available online at 
https://sites.google.com/site/andrewmarstonresearch/home/masters-1 
E.1 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION EVALUATION FOR TEST CASE ONE  
function [aveAbsorbed, absorbed] = testcase1rQMC(DP, rayTotal, trialTotal) 
% This function performs RQMC for test case 1, based on the input current  
% state of the design parameter vector DP, and the required number of  
% rays. Perfect optics are assumed. 
% This function returns the estimated value for F, as well as a vector of 
% size 'trialTotal' by one, containing the means of the sub-trials. 
 
% determine if Mandrew wants visual accompaniment 
if rayTotal < 41 
    visual = 1; 
    figure 
else visual = 0; 
end 
 
%---------------- DEFINE PROBLEM GEOMETRY -------------------------------- 
% define control points 
P0 = [5;5]; 
P1 = [DP(1);DP(2)]; 
P2 = [5;-5]; 
% define receiver properties (circle centred at (f(1),f(2))) 
f = [5;0]; 
radius = 0.5; 
 
if visual == 1  % to visualize control points and Bezier spline 
    plot(P0(1),P0(2),'bo')  % plot control points 
    hold on 
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    plot(P1(1),P1(2),'bo') 
    plot(P2(1),P2(2),'bo') 
    u = 0:0.05:1;  % create Bezier spline, with points defined by matrix C 
    stop = length(u); 
    C = zeros(stop,2); 
    for i = 1:stop 
        C(i,1) = P0(1).*(1-u(i)).^2 + P1(1).*2.*u(i).*(1-u(i)) ⤶ 
+ P2(1).*u(i).^2; 
        C(i,2) = P0(2).*(1-u(i)).^2 + P1(2).*2.*u(i).*(1-u(i)) ⤶ 
+ P2(2).*u(i).^2; 
    end 
    plot(C(:,1),C(:,2),'LineWidth',2) 
    y = f(2)-radius:0.05:f(2)+radius;       % for the receiver circle 
    x1 = sqrt(radius^2-(y-f(2)).^2)+f(1); 
    x2 = -sqrt(radius^2-(y-f(2)).^2)+f(1); 
    plot(x1,y,'Color','r','LineWidth',1.5) 
    plot(x2,y,'Color','r','LineWidth',1.5) 
    axis([-1,11,-6,6])  % adjust axis limits 
    axis equal 
end 
 
% ---------- RAY TRACING BEGINS ------------------------------------------ 
n = zeros(2,1); 
absorbed = zeros(trialTotal,1); % counts the number of rays absorbed by 
the receiver 
 
p = haltonset(1,'skip',64);     % generate quasi-random sequence 
p = p(1:(rayTotal/trialTotal)); 
for trialNum = 1:trialTotal 
    % perform random "shift" for each trial 
    ps = p + rand; 
    ps = mod(ps,1); 
 
    for rayNum = 1:rayTotal/trialTotal 
        done = 0;       % if ray has been absorbed, done = 1 
        reflected = 0;  % if ray is been reflected previously, reflected>0 
 
        if visual == 1 
            LineColor = [rand,rand,rand];  % choose random ray colour 
        end 
 
        while done == 0;    % continue to trace ray 
 
            if reflected == 0;      % define a new ray 
                Ro = [0;-5+(10*ps(rayNum))];    % ray origin 
                dir = [1;0];        % ray direction 
            end 
 
            % ------------ determine ray/receiver interaction ------------ 
            % between ray and receiver (line and circle): 
            A = dir(1)^2 + dir(2)^2;    % calculate A, B, and C from ⤶ 
quadratic formula 




            C = Ro(1)^2 - 2*Ro(1)*f(1) + f(1)^2 + Ro(2)^2 - 2*Ro(2)*f(2) ⤶ 
+ f(2)^2 - radius^2; 
            determinant = B^2-4*A*C; 
            if determinant > 0 
                absorbed(trialNum) = absorbed(trialNum) + 1; 
                done = 1; 
                if visual == 1 
                    w(1) = (-B + sqrt(determinant)) / (2*A); 
                    w(2) = (-B - sqrt(determinant)) / (2*A); 
                    w = min(w); 
                    intersection = Ro + w.*dir; 
line([Ro(1),intersection(1)],[Ro(2),intersection(2)],⤶ 
'Color',LineColor) 
                end                  
                continue 
            end     
 
            if reflected > 0 && abs(Ro(2)+((5-Ro(1))/dir(1))*dir(2)) <= 5 
                if abs(Ro(2))==5 && dir(1)>0 
                    continue 
                end 
                done = 1;    % ray escapes from aperture 
                if visual == 1 
                    rayEnd = Ro + 4*dir; 
arrow(Ro,rayEnd,'EdgeColor',LineColor,'FaceColor', ⤶ 
LineColor,'Length',5,'TipAngle',28,'BaseAngle',12) 
                end 
                continue 
            end 
 
            % so the ray must intersect the concentrator ... where?     
            % establish an initial guess 
            if reflected == 0   % choose reasonable guess 
                u = (5-Ro(2))/10; 
                w = 5; 
            else  % choose guess to prevent convergence to new ray origin 
                if dir(2)>0   % i.e. if ray is traveling upward 
                    u = 0;      % start search at top of curve 
                    w = 7; 
                else 
                    u = 1; 
                    w = 7; 
                end 
            end 
 
            % find intersection using Newton-Raphson: 
            i = 0;  % counter for number of iterations 
            J(:,2) = dir;   % Jacobian 
            C = P0.*(1-u)^2 + P1.*2*u*(1-u) + P2.*u^2; 
            B = Ro + w.*dir;    % ray position 
            distance = sum((C-B).^2).^0.5; 
 
            while distance > 1e-4       % Newton-Raphson iterations 
                J(:,1) = 2*(1-u)*P0 - (2*(1-u)-2*u)*P1 - 2*u*P2; 
                F = B - C; 
                update = -J\F;             
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                u = u + update(1); 
                w = w + update(2); 
                C = P0.*(1-u)^2 + P1.*2*u*(1-u) + P2.*u^2; 
                B = Ro + w.*dir; 
                distance = sum((C-B).^2).^0.5; 
                i = i + 1; 
                if i > 100 
                    disp('possible error in Newtons method ... i > 100') 
                    continue 
                end 
            end 
            intersection = B;   % B = Ro + w*dir (point of intersection) 
 
            if visual == 1 
line([Ro(1),intersection(1)],[Ro(2),intersection(2)], ⤶ 
'Color',LineColor) 
            end 
             
            reflected = 1;      % all reflections are specular 
            n(1) = -2*(1-u)*P0(2) + (2-4*u)*P1(2) + 2*u*P2(2); 
            n(2) = 2*(1-u)*P0(1) - (2-4*u)*P1(1) - 2*u*P2(1); 
            n = n/norm(n);      % normalize 
            dir = (intersection - Ro) - 2*(n'*(intersection - Ro))*n;     
  % define new ray direction 
            dir = dir/norm(dir); 
            Ro = intersection;  % new ray originates at intersection point 
        end 
    end 
end 
absorbed = absorbed./(rayTotal/trialTotal); 
aveAbsorbed = sum(absorbed)/trialTotal; 
E.2 DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 
function 
[Fmax,TimeElapsed,objEval,designIterations,rayCounter,termination, ⤶ 
kmax,normAtOptimal,normal] = DesignOptimizerQLS(MC, DPinit, hInit, ⤶ 
FileName) 
% This function performs the developed stochastic optimization algorithm, 
% for the case in the objective function evaluation function specified. 
% A divided differencing approximation is used to estimate the gradient.   
% Steepest-descent method is used to determine direction of each design  
% update, and the Kiefer-Wolfowitz recommended power law series are used  
% for difference parameter control, while a quadratic line search is 
% performed to determine step size. 
% A condition for sample size increase is implemented for error anagement, 
% based on uncertainties estimated using the Kline-McClintock method. 
% MC or RQMC simulation is used to estimate the objective function, 
% based on the function indicated. 
% Termination is based on a combination of gradient-normal, significant 
% performance improvement, and alloted CPU time, according to the chosen 
% parameters. 
% INPUTS: MC : a string of text corresponding to the name of the Monte  
% Carlo ray-trace routine; 
% DP : vector of initial design parameters ; 
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% rayTotal : scalar for initial  number of bundles to use in the Monte  
% Carlo ray-tracing for FEval ; 
% hInit : initial difference parameter ; 
% FileName : (string)the name of the file to save the workspace to ; 
% RETURNS: 
% termination == 1 : terminated based on gradient normal 
% termiantion == 2 : terminated based on lack of significant improvement 
% termination == 3 : terminated due to exceeding alloted design iterations 




% ---------------- INITIALIZE VARIABLES & DEFINE COUNTERS ---------------- 
Time = cputime; % start time for elapsed CPU 
objEval = 0;    % objective function evaluation counter 
rayCounter = 0; % counter for total number of rays traced 
k = 1;          % design iteration counter 
trialTotal = 20;    % number of trials for each Monte Carlo estimation 
rayTotal = zeros(2,1);  
rayNum = 256;   % initial sample size 
rayTotal(1) = rayNum; 
n = length(DPinit);     % dimension of problem (# of design parameters) 
 
DP = zeros(2,n); 
DP(1,:) = DPinit; 
F = zeros(2,1);     % objective function value at iteration (exchange ⤶ 
factor of current design) 
G = zeros(2,n);     % gradient vectors 
normal = ones(2,1); % gradient normal 
P = zeros(2,n);     % direction of steepest ascent 
 
F1 = zeros(2,n);    % objective function in forward direction 
F2 = zeros(2,n);    % objective function in backward direction 
F1new = zeros(2,n);   
F2new = zeros(2,n);   
absorbed1 = zeros(trialTotal,n); 
absorbed1new = zeros(trialTotal,n); 
Umc1 = zeros(2,n);  % Monte Carlo uncertainty in the forward direction 
timeQLS = zeros(2,1);    % amount of time spent in Quadratic line search 
 
% initialize series for step size and difference parameter 
gamma = 1.5;        % expansion parameter >= 1, delta scales with h 
g = zeros(3,1);     % objective function during bracketing search 
s = zeros(3,1);     % step size (delta) during bracketing search 
alpha = zeros(2,1); 
h = zeros(2,1); 
h(1) = hInit;       % initial difference parameter 
b = 1/3;            % power law coefficient (as reccommended by K-W) 
 
K = 5;              % scalar multiplier for sample size increase condition 
rayNumMax = 1e06;    % maximum allowed sample size  
 
% ----------  DEFINE SETTINGS FOR TERMINATION CRITERIA  ------------- 
termination = 0; 
if strncmp(MC,'testcase1',9) 




 NormalTerminate = 0.01;   % gradient normal at which to terminate 
else % if strncmp(MC,'testcase3',9) 
 NormalTerminate = 0.01;   % gradient normal at which to terminate 
end 
maxTime = 180000;     % alloted CPU time 
 
if strncmp(MC,'testcase3',9) 
    new = 5;    % # iterations considered in current moving average 
    old = 15;   % # iterations considered in previous moving average 
    PI = 0.001;  % fraction improvement considered significant 
    MG = 50;    % maximum number overall iterations     
else    % for test cases 1 or 2 
    new = 5;    % # iterations considered in current moving average 
    old = 15;   % # iterations considered in previous moving average 
    PI = 0.005;  % fraction improvement considered significant 
    MG = 50;    % maximum number overall iterations     
end 
improvement = ones(old,1);  % for storing the "fraction improvement" 
 
% Set up strings for function evaluations (1 = forwards, 2 = backwards). 
FEval = [MC,'(DP(k,:),rayTotal(k),trialTotal)'];  
FEval1 = [MC,'(DP(k,:)+h(k)*unit(i,n),rayTotal(k),trialTotal)']; 
FEval2 = [MC,'(DP(k,:)-h(k)*unit(i,n),rayTotal(k),trialTotal)']; 
 
% ------------------- INITIAL GRADIENT APPROXIMATION -------------------- 
% perform initial estimation 
for i = 1:n     % estimate the gradient using central differencing 
    [F1(k,i), absorbed1(:,i)] = eval(FEval1); 
    Umc1(k,i) = std(absorbed1(:,i))/sqrt(trialTotal); 
    [F2(k,i)] = eval(FEval2); 
    objEval = objEval + 2; 
    rayCounter = rayCounter + 2*rayTotal(k); 
    G(k,i) = (F1(k,i)-F2(k,i)) / (2*h(k)); 
end 
normal(k) = norm(G(k,:)); 
 
disp(['Umc is ',num2str(mean(Umc1(k,:)))]) 
 
while sqrt(2)*h(k)*normal(k) < K * mean(Umc1(k,:)) && rayTotal(k) < ⤶ 
rayNumMax % increase bundle size and repeat until satisfied 
    for i = 1:n 
        [F1new(k,i), absorbed1new(:,i)] = eval(FEval1); 
        [F2new(k,i)] = eval(FEval2); 
        rayCounter = rayCounter + 2*rayTotal(k); 
        absorbed1(:,i) = mean([absorbed1(:,i),absorbed1new(:,i)],2);     
% updated aveAbsorbed is mean of old and new 
        Umc1(k,i) = std(absorbed1(:,i))/sqrt(trialTotal); 
        F1(k,i) = mean([F1(k,i),F1new(k,i)]); 
        F2(k,i) = mean([F2(k,i),F2new(k,i)]);         
        G(k,i) = (F1(k,i)-F2(k,i)) / (2*h(k)); 
    end 
    normal(k) = norm(G(k,:)); 
    rayTotal(k) = rayTotal(k)*2; 
    disp(['Bundle size doubled to ',num2str(rayTotal(k))]) 
    disp(['Umc is ',num2str(mean(Umc1(k,:)))]) 
    if normal(k) < NormalTerminate     % should terminate 
        termination = 1; 
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        break 
    elseif (cputime - Time) > maxTime 
        termination = 4; 
        break 
    end 
end 
P(k,:) = G(k,:)./normal(k); % define direction of steepest descent 
[F(k)] = eval(FEval);   % evaluate objective function for current design 
disp(['F = ',num2str(F(k))])     
 
% ------------------------ DISPLAY PROGRESS --------------------------- 
disp('Original Design (k=1):') 
disp(['DP = ',num2str(DP(k,:))]) 
disp(['P = ',num2str(P(k,:))]) 
disp(['h = ',num2str(h(k))]) 
disp(['rayTotal = ',num2str(rayTotal(k))]) 
disp(['normal = ',num2str(normal(k))]) 
disp(['Umc = ',num2str(mean(Umc1(k,:)))]) 
 
 
% ---------------------- PERFORM DESIGN UPDATES -------------------------- 
while termination == 0 && F(k) < 1 
     
    % -------------------- QUADRATIC LINE SEARCH ------------------------ 
    %   A three-point pattern search is performed based on the algorithm  
    %   provided in Belegundu & Chandrupatla, pp 28-29 
    time2 = cputime;         
    delta = h(k); % scale delta with difference parameter 
    s(1) = 0;       % start search at current DP value 
    g(1) = -F(k);   % we've already evaluated at the first point 
    s(2) = s(1) + delta; 
    [g(2)] = eval([MC,'(DP(k,:)+s(2)*P(k,:),rayTotal(k),trialTotal)']); 
    g(2) = -g(2); 
    done = 0; 
    objEval = objEval + 2;  % increment counter for objective function ⤶ 
evaluations 
    rayCounter = rayCounter + 2*rayTotal(k); 
    if g(2) > g(1)  % we must be passing by the minimum ?? 
        temp = g(2); 
        g(2) = g(1); 
        g(1) = temp; 
        temp = s(2); 
        s(2) = s(1); 
        s(1) = temp; 
        delta = -delta; 
    end 
    while done == 0     % find an initial "three-point pattern" 
        delta = gamma * delta; 
        s(3) = s(2) + delta; 
        [g(3)] = 
eval([MC,'(DP(k,:)+s(3)*P(k,:),rayTotal(k),trialTotal)']); 
        g(3) = -g(3); 
        objEval = objEval + 1; 
        rayCounter = rayCounter + rayTotal(k); 
        if g(3) > g(2)     % three-point pattern found 
            done = 1; 
            continue 
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        end 
        g(1) = g(2); 
        s(1) = s(2); 
        g(2) = g(3); 
        s(2) = s(3); 
        if (cputime - time2) > 3600 
            save(FileName)   % save current workspace 
            error('stuck in three-point pattern search') 
        end 
    end 
    alpha(k) = 0.5 * ( g(1)*(s(3)^2-s(2)^2) + g(2)*(s(1)^2-s(3)^2) + ⤶ 
g(3)*(s(2)^2-s(1)^2) ) / ( g(1)*(s(3)-s(2)) + g(2)*(s(1)-s(3)) + ⤶ 
g(3)*(s(2)-s(1)) ); 
    timeQLS(k) = cputime-time2;     % time spent in line search 
 
    disp(['alpha = ',num2str(alpha(k))])    % display more details 
 
    % ----------- update parameters for next design step ----------------- 
    rayTotal(k+1) = rayNum;     % start at initial ray size at each ⤶ 
iteration 
    DP(k+1,:) = DP(k,:) + alpha(k).*P(k,:);     % update design parameters 
    h(k+1) = h(1)/((k+1)^b);        % update difference parameter 
    k = k + 1;      % increment iteration counter 
     
    disp('-----------------------------------------') 
    disp(['iteration number ',num2str(k),':']) 
    disp(['DP = ',num2str(DP(k,:))]) 
    disp(['h = ',num2str(h(k))]) 
    
    % ------------- determine search direction --------------- 
    % perform initial gradient estimation 
    for i = 1:n     % estimate the gradient using central differencing 
        [F1(k,i), absorbed1(:,i)] = eval(FEval1); 
        Umc1(k,i) = std(absorbed1(:,i))/sqrt(trialTotal); 
        [F2(k,i)] = eval(FEval2); 
        objEval = objEval + 2; 
        rayCounter = rayCounter + 2*rayTotal(k); 
        G(k,i) = (F1(k,i)-F2(k,i)) / (2*h(k)); 
    end 
    normal(k) = norm(G(k,:)); 
     
    disp(['Umc = ',num2str(mean(Umc1(k,:)))]) 
    while sqrt(2)*h(k)*normal(k) < K * mean(Umc1(k,:))  && rayTotal(k) < ⤶ 
rayNumMax % increase bundle size and repeat until satisfied 
        for i = 1:n     % estimate the gradient using central differencing 
            [F1new(k,i), absorbed1new(:,i)] = eval(FEval1); 
            [F2new(k,i)] = eval(FEval2); 
            rayCounter = rayCounter + 2*rayTotal(k); 
            absorbed1(:,i) = mean([absorbed1(:,i),absorbed1new(:,i)],2);     
% updated elements of 'absorbed' are mean of old and new 
            Umc1(k,i) = std(absorbed1(:,i))/sqrt(trialTotal); 
            F1(k,i) = mean([F1(k,i),F1new(k,i)]);   % udpated F values ⤶ 
are mean of old and new 
            F2(k,i) = mean([F2(k,i),F2new(k,i)]);         
            G(k,i) = (F1(k,i)-F2(k,i)) / (2*h(k)); 




        normal(k) = norm(G(k,:)); 
        rayTotal(k) = rayTotal(k)*2; 
        disp(['Bundle size doubled to ',num2str(rayTotal(k))]) 
        disp(['Umc = ',num2str(mean(Umc1(k,:)))]) 
        disp(['normal = ',num2str(normal(k))]) 
         
        if normal(k) < NormalTerminate     % should terminate 
            termination = 1; 
            break 
        elseif (cputime - Time) > maxTime 
            termination = 4; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
    P(k,:) = G(k,:)./normal(k); % define direction of steepest descent 
    [F(k)] = eval(FEval);   % evaluate objective function for current ⤶ 
design 
    disp(['F = ',num2str(F(k))])     
 
    % --------------- DISPLAY RESULTS OF CURRENT ITERATION --------------- 
    disp(['P = ',num2str(P(k,:))]) 
    disp(['rayTotal = ',num2str(rayTotal(k))]) 
    disp(['normal = ',num2str(normal(k))]) 
    disp(['Umc = ',num2str(mean(Umc1(k,:)))]) 
     
    % check termination criteria: 
    if normal(k) < NormalTerminate     % should terminate 
        termination = 1; 
    elseif k > old 
        current = mean(F(k-new+1:k)); 
        previous = mean(F(k-old+1:k-new)); 
        improvement(k) = (current - previous) / previous; 
        if improvement(k) < PI 
            termination = 2; 
        end 
    end 
    if k > MG 
        termination = 3; 
    elseif (cputime - Time) > maxTime 
        termination = 4; 
    end 
end 
 
disp(['Termination occurred at k = ',num2str(k), ', based on condition ' ⤶ 
,num2str(termination)]) 
 
designIterations = k - 1;   % number of design updates is k-1 
TimeElapsed = cputime - Time;   % note: below operations not included in 
total elapsed time 
 
% -------------------- PLOT OPTIMIZATION PROGRESS ----------------------- 
H = figure; 
for j = 1:designIterations 
    subplot(4,1,1) 
    hold on 
    if j == 1 
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        xlabel('iteration') 
        ylabel('F') 
    end 
    plot(j,F(j),'b*') 
end 
for j = 1:designIterations 
    subplot(4,1,2) 
    hold on 
    if j == 1 
        xlabel('iteration') 
        ylabel('\alpha') 
    end 
    plot(j,alpha(j),'b*') 
end 
for j = 1:designIterations 
    subplot(4,1,3) 
    hold on 
    if j == 1 
        xlabel('iteration') 
        ylabel('log(N_b)') 
    end 
    plot(j,log10(rayTotal(j)),'b*') 
end 
for j = 1:designIterations 
    subplot(4,1,4) 
    hold on 
    if j == 1 
        xlabel('iteration') 
        ylabel('||\nabla(F)||') 
    end 
    plot(j,normal(j),'b*') 
end 
saveas(H,[FileName,' - progress'],'fig') 
close all 
 
display('------- beginning post-processing -------') 
 
 
% test last few designs with more accuracy to determine the best 
if k < new 
    numberToConsider = k; 
else 
    numberToConsider = new; 
end 
 
for i = 0:numberToConsider-1 
    if rayTotal(k-i) < 50000 
        F(k-i) = eval([MC,'(DP(k-i,:),50000,20)']); 
    end 
end 
Fmax = max(F(k-numberToConsider+1:k));     
kmax = find(ismember(F,Fmax)); 
 
if length(kmax) > 1    % if the optimal design has occurred twice, 
    kmax = kmax(length(kmax));    % take the last occurrence 
end 
if kmax ~= MG      % normal hasn't been computed for the latest k 
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    normAtOptimal = normal(kmax); 
else 
    normAtOptimal = 100; 
end 
DPoptimal = DP(kmax,:); 
 
eval([MC,'(DPoptimal,16,1)']);     % give visualization of final design 
H1 = gcf; 
if strncmp(MC,'testcase1',9) 
    H2 = openfig('testcase1 - contour.fig'); 
    hold on 
    MarkerSize = 4; 
    plot(DP(1,1),DP(1,2),'ko','MarkerSize',MarkerSize) 
    for i = 1:k-1 
        line([DP(i,1),DP(i+1,1)],[DP(i,2),DP(i+1,2)],'Color','k') 
        plot(DP(i+1,1),DP(i+1,2),'ko','MarkerSize',MarkerSize) 
    end 
    saveas(H2,[FileName,' - design path'],'fig') 
elseif strncmp(MC,'testcase2',9) 
    axis([-1,11,-6,6]) 
elseif strncmp(MC,'testcase3',9) 




title(['F = ',num2str(Fmax),', termination = ',num2str(termination)]) 
saveas(H1,[FileName,' - optimal design'],'fig') 
 
close all 
save(FileName)   % save current workspace 
 
 
 
